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End of an Era: Mike Gillian Resigr
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
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Photo By: AMI. Photo Editor MLKI Kropf

er just one season in the
Big South, Longwood is now in
need of a new men's basketball
coach.
Mike Gillian, the longest-tenured coach in school history at
10 years, resigned last Thursday.
Gillian led the Lancers to a 93-214
record in his decade at the helm,
including an 8-25 record in 201213. The team beat UNC-Asheville
before losing to VMI in the Big
South Tournament this season
and had a 14-game losing streak
that stretched from Dec. 17 to
Feb. 9.
"I'll say, in general. Coach [Gillian] and I met and ... this was a
product of that discussion - that
he decided to resign. It was a mutual decision," Director of Athletics Troy Austin said. "He was
an important part of Longwood
athletics and its history and his
efforts in reaching out to people
in the town; he was a public face
of one of our highest-priority
sports. Thafs an important role
in and of itself.
"On top of that, he's a good person, and I really appreciate everything he's done."
While news of the resignation
first broke early Thursday morning and was confirmed by the
university a short time later, The
Rotunda has learned that players
were told the news on Wednesday night.

"[Without] speaking on their behalf, they found out before the release went out. As you can imagine, some of them were surprised.
We all think a lot of Coach Gillian
as a person, so the sentiment was
that they're going to miss him
and what he did for them," Austin said.
When asked what the plan was
with Assistant Coaches Doug
Thibault, Tim Fudd and Ricky
Yahn and Director of Basketball
Operations Johnny Coleman,
Austin said, "I stay away from
anybody's personal circumstances," declining to comment on the
future of the rest of Gillian's staff.
Considering the leaps and
bounds that die program, and
indeed the university as a whole,
has grown by in the decade that
has passed since Gillian's hiring
on May 2,2003, the current search
will almost certainly be different
from the previous one.
"It [the search process]'is intense in the scrutiny that I look at
each candidate with. I'm utilizing
a search firm [Collegiate Sports
Associates] to help and assist in
the process," Austin elaborated.
"They'll assist me in not just finding candidates who would be
interested, but who would.be a
good fit and move the program
in the direction I'd like ... They
look at the institution, they look
at rising candidates in the coachbig ranks and they also help me
with what' to' think about in the
long term, what questions to ask

and what facts to present to potential candidates.
"If s been, as you can expect, a
pretty intense past few days, but
I think we're going to yield some
good candidates to look at."
Although the process is only
(roughly) six days in, the goal is
to move it along as fast as possible; although, Austin doesn't
wish to publicly set a target date.
"I haven't outlined interview
dates yet, but we're reviewing
candidates. We'll review candidates, and then there will be two
rounds of interviews.
"I have an idea of when we
could possibly bring somebody
in, but the reality is that we could
go through the list of names and
it doesn't work for one reason or
another, and it takes me a little
longer than I expected, so thafs
why I stay away from giving due
dates on these things. But we're
expediting the process, so to
speak.
"The search firm's been good
in getting me names, and I feel
like, through my own research
and contacts, I've brought some
good names to look at ... when
we formally start interviewing
these candidates, we'll know
better and of course there'll be a
lot of people on campus to give
their input including the team
... [I look for] intelligence, integrity and demonstrating an ability
to communicate clearly and in a
fashion that motivates people.

SEE'GILLIAN', PG. 12

Men's basketball coach Mike Gillian argues with arefereeat arecentLongwood game.

Phi Mu Delta Raises Money For St.
Jude Through Video Game Tournament
EJ DOWLING

Asst. A&E Editor
I don't know if they would all call or label
themselves, gamers but there was definitely an
aura of all things video games Saturday, March
16, at the Phi Mu Delta Super Smash Bros,
tournament in the Student Union Ballroom. All
of the proceeds from the tournament went to the
National Philanthropy of Phi Mu Delta, St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital.
Upon walking into the Lankford Student Union
ballroom, it was no less than a gamers' paradise.
There were four projectors set up with screens
and at least six TVs. Two of the ABC rooms were
dedicated just to playing Xbox when competitors
were waiting for their matches. The whole night
was devoted to having fun, seeing old friends,
playing Smash Bros, and raising money for St.
Jude.

This event has been going on for the past
three semesters, run every year by the brothers
of Phi Mu Delta. One brother stepped up this
year to take over: Kenny Harbour. According to
attendees, the organization of the event this year
was very smooth, and Harbour had a lot to do
with that. Upon talking with Harbour before the
event, he hoped that the tournament would be
able to bring in more than it has in the past. With
the final tally at $400, the tournament was a huge
success. Watching Harbour run around carrying
a laptop and yelling out names made me want to
find him a megaphone.
While walking around trying to understand
how everything was going to work, I got some
help from Cameron Rinaldi, a sophomore
computer science major; Matthew Wiltshire, a
freshman mathematics major; and Sam Wiles...

SEE 'SUPER', PG. 3

NATALIE JOSEPH

Contributor
On Monday, March 18,
the
Student
Government
Association (SGA) held the
second meeting of the semester
regarding
the
Senate's
official stance on off-campus
organization
members'
participation in on-campus
organizations.
The committee meeting was
sponsored by Senior Class
President
Gina
DeMarco
and co-sponsored by SGA
President Donald
Knight,
Vice President Brian Reid and
Senator O'Neishea Edmonds.
This meeting gave the student
body a chance to reflect on their
opinions regarding individual
student
membership
within recognized student
organizations.
During a previous meeting
about this issue, Dr. Tim
Pierson, vice president for
Student Affairs and advisor to
the SGA, discussed the Student
Handbook and university
policies. He highlighted that
these meetings and discussions
are largely about the group
versus the individual and
discussed how complicated
the issue has become recendy.
At this week's meeting, each
person in attendance received
the draft of the resolution
that DeMarco wrote prior
to the meeting. According
to the PowerPoint DeMarco
presented to attendees, the goal

of the meeting was to "gam
an understanding of student
opinions regarding student
membership in recognized
organizations."
Members of both off-campus
and on-campus recognized
organizations were present
at the meeting to voice their
opinions on the popular issue.
The conversation began with
discussion and revisions of
the draft by smaller groups at
tables, following a large group
discussion.
Some of the large and
open discussion
included
involvement,
questioning
and the sharing of ideas.
Students who attended also
had the chance to ask the
SGA questions about the
issue, as well as discuss and
ask questions to their fellow
students.
Travis Lyles, a student who
attended the meeting, said,
"We were able to see different
points of view and* see
where people in off-campus
organizations are
coming
from."
The biggest issue that
was brought up at the meeting
was that members of offcampus organizations that
are not recognized by the
university want to be treated
as individuals, not judged
simply by what organization
they chose to join.
A main concern expressed
for members of off-campus
organizations is that there

is no university policy that
allows for these individuals
to be discriminated against by
on-campus organizations, but
despite the lack of policy, this
discrimination is still taking
place.
Another main issue is
that Longwood does not
know what these off-campus
organizations are doing. A
solution to this would be
submitting community service
hours or a record of the
activities that they participate
in.
This meeting gave members
of off-campus organizations
the opportunity to speak about
their organizations and voice
their personal opinions about
how they have been treated
to members of the SGA and
other students. Members of the
SGA also offered suggestions
in which concerned students
could take steps to get more
involved in this issue to the
meeting attendees.
At the end of the meeting,
members of the discussion
were provided time to write
down and submit their
opinions and other ideas on
how to solve this issue so the
SGA can use them when they
vote on a solution in the future.
The next committee meeting
will be held next Monday,
March 25 from 8:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. to further discuss
this issue and other concerns
that have yet to be addressed
at previous meetings.

Students Thent Gibbons (left) and Bryan Roethel (right) play Super Smash Bros, for charity.
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Features Editor
Set to open by the end of April,
Dojo Comics & Games will open its
doors to the town of Farmville with
a variety of items, including comic
books, trading card games and board
games as well as apparel, novelty
items and party supplies. From
Marvel to Magic: the Gathering, Dojo
Comics & Games will be able to tap
into a market in the local and campus
communities that are underground,
but thriving.
Businesses in Farmville that
currently sell trading cards include
Walmart, Rite Aid and the pet store,
Suzie's Zoo.
The co-owners who are jumpstarting
Dojo include Shane Motameni,
Sydney Moineau and Alex Spirn.
Motameni works as General
Manager at Domino's, is originally
from Charlottesville and has lived
in Farmville for 10 years. Moineau is
the General Manager at Bar 202, was
born in Baltimore, Md., grew up in
Rappahannock County in Virginia
and has lived in Farmville for nine
years. Spim is a Longwood alumnus
from Williamsburg and currently
works as Director of Coaching for
the Heart of Virginia Soccer Club. All
plan on remaining in their original
positions while managing Dojo
Comics & Games.
"The reason it started is we would

go around town and there will be a
fast food place and you would see
people sitting there, playing Magic
or any other number of games ... in
just always random places," said
Motameni.
"I believe there is a market here,"
said Motameni.
Motameni remains confident in
opening a new business in town
while other businesses in Farmville
continue to suffer. One example of this
is when it was reported on Tuesday,
March 19, that Kroger Grocery Store
in the South Gate Shopping Center
will be scheduled to close on May 21
of this year, according to WFLO.
Motameni said, "Compared to a lot
of businesses around town, [Dojo]
is pretty low maintenance. As far as
whether there is going to be a market
for it - well, I believe there's actually
been a pretty decent response."
Spirn further added, "The fact is
that there's nowhere to go. Everyone
plays, but behind closed doors, or
they set up their own little thing. We
wanted to set up a place where they
could all come."
Concerning the community, that
is Longwood University, there
have been various video game
tournaments organized in the past
few years, including the "LAN
Party" and the "Super Smash Bros!"
Tournament, held this past Friday by
Association of Computing Machinery
and this Saturday by Phi Mu Delta

respectively.
In the past, Longwood used to have
an organization titled, the Longwood
Table Top Gamers, with the sole
purpose of students collecting to play
trading card and board games as well
as a variety of other genres of games.
Spirn stated that his goal in heading
the Dojo movement alongside
Motameni and Moineau is to gain
"a little bit of notoriety to the whole
scene, definitely, kind of put this
whole culture more in the forefront
than it has been in the past."
Moineau said, "I plan on having
multiple businesses. So, to me, this
is a good place to start with lowinvestment costs and relatively
low risks. So, I hope to have this
be a jumpstart to owning another
business, to owning another Dojo."
Motameni stated that he believes
the entertainment culture is moving
more toward the comic and fantasybased genre. "If s becoming more and
more a part of the culture, I think, or
a bigger part, being pushed to the
front," he said.
"A lot of people play video games
behind closed doors. There's no real
place for people to gather and play,"
said Motameni.
Speaking on Dojo Comics & Games,
Motameni said, "We really want'this
to be a place where people will feel
comfortable and be themselves."
"We want people to loiter. We want

"Compared to a lot of
businesses around
town, [Dojo] Is pretty low
maintenance. As far as
whether there is going to
be a market for It - well,
I believe there's actually
been a pretty decent
response."
- Shane Motameni
people to feel this is a second home,"
said Motameni.
For future goals at Dojo Comics k
Games, Motameni said, "In five years,
I hope to be successful and still here
and this be self-sustaining."
Dojo Comics k. Games is located on
408-B South Main Street. For more
information, call (434) 391-3656 or
email DojoLLC@gmail.com.
To gain more attention to the store,
the owners created a Facebook page
and have passed out cards as well.

Master Trooper Junius Walker Killed in the Line of Duty
LUPD officers reflect on Walker and the dangers of law enforcement
KATIE HOLLOWAY

Contributor
Virginia State Police Master Trooper Junius Walker,
63, was killed during his shift on March 7. Walker
saw a parked car on the side of 1-85 and pulled
over to check out the situation and see if anybody
was in the car. Russell E. Brown III, 28, was in the
parked car and shot Walker several times, causing
his death.
Walker had been a loyal Virginia law enforcement
officer since 1973 and served in Dinwiddie County
since 1984. He is survived by his mother, wife, three
children and three grandchildren.
"To me, if s deeper than just the emotion that the
media plays," said Longwood University Police
Department (LUPD) Chief of Police Bob Beach. "He
got up that morning and went into his line of duty,
intending to go home that night. He probably had
many plans for the holiday and for the time after he
retired." Beach has served in law enforcement for
42 years and has been with the LUPD for six years.
"If s very sentimental for me," Beach said as he
reflected on the tragedies involved with the law
enforcement profession. "I believe that some people
are called to be law enforcement officers in some
special way ... There has to be a desire to serve
and to give more of yourself than just the eight to
five." Beach has a great deal of family history in law
enforcement, including two of his five children.
LUPD Sergeant Ray Ostrander has served in the
state of Virginia as a law enforcement officer since
1985 and worked with Walker off and on since that
time.
"He was an excellent trooper but more than that,
he was an excellent person," Ostrander said.
Walker was known as an incredible public servant

that was humble and had an overwhelming sense
of kindness.
Many knew Walker as a "gentle giant." According
to Ostrander, "as his boss said during [Walker's]
eulogy, he looked like a great big bear, but he was
a gentle, kindhearted person." Ostrander said that
Walker was always one of the first ones through the
door whenever anybody needed help.
. "As soon as I saw the news, it just hit me.. It was a
big loss," said Ostrander, who has not lost anyone
that close to him b e f o r e , .
According to the Officer Down Memorial Page,
nearly 100 law enforcement officers across the
country are killed in the line of duty each year.
Approximately 56 law enforcement officers have
been killed in Virginia since 2000, averaging
anywhere between one and 15 per year.
Chi the LUPI^s Facebook page, a status was posted
in response to the incident: "Master Trooper Junius
A. Walker of Dinwiddie, [Va.] was killed in the line
of duty on March 7,2013. We join with others in law
enforcement to mourn the loss of a fellow officer.
The Longwood Police Department would like to
express our sincere condolences to his family and
friends in the midst of this tragedy. May God be
with you as you go through this difficult time."
. Beach has attended more than 100 law enforcement
funerals in his life and takes pride in the men and
women that serve the country as a part of the
dangerous nature of law enforcement.
"A professional enforcement officer ... walks into
a very, very dynamic role in which he has to take
and put maybe his personal feelings and ambitions
aside and then walks a very narrow line to make
sure there is a stance between good and evil,"
Beach said.
"The position addresses and stops the evil that

is being done and paves the path for good to be
accomplished," Beach elaborated. Part of the career
involves making a difference for the community
and making it safe, which is one of the aspects that
appealed to Beach as he pursued a law enforcement
position.
In terms of what is done to ensure that law
enforcement officers are kept safe on the dock.
Beach said that training and knowledge plays a
significant role.
"Making sure the officers are well trained and well
informed as to whaf s going on in the community
and that they know what to expect is important,"
stated Beach.
Beach said there is open communication in the
department. Beach regularly tells officers what he
has learned throughout the day, and they pass on
information that is necessary for others to know. He
is "very proud of the way we do things here."
More than 3,000 people were in attendance at
Walker's funeral. It was held on March 12 at Good
Shepherd Baptist Church in Petersburg, Va. The
funeral drew police officers as far away as Alaska,
as well as Governor Bob McDonnell, who showed
up to pay their respects to the valiant trooper.
Brown is being held without bond for capital
murder, attempted capital murder and two related
firearm charges. His court date will be held in
June, and prosecutors said they will seek the death
penalty.
"The men and women [in law enforcement] ...
realize that death is a potential, although it is not
something you think about all the time," Beach
said. "However, we must remember that those that
have sacrificed themselves did so with the intention
of making sure that others were safe."

Politics Club Corner: The Whistieblower Controversy
KRAMER ANDERSON

Columnist
Following the WikiLeaks scandal
that circled around Bradley Manning
and Julian Assange releasing vast
quantities of classified information
about military and government
goings on in the Middle East, the
United States became temporarily
infatuated with whistleblowers and
government secrets.
Manning and Assange were
portrayed as both heroes and traitors
in the fallout of their actions and
have received ample coverage
for their activities. These actions,
and the actions of several others,
sparked a controversy over just how
whistleblowers are treated by the
federal government.
President Barack Obama has always
professed that more protection
must be given to those who "blow
the whistle" on corruption, waste
and prejudice in the government.
Obama has gone on record saying,
"Often the best source of information
about waste, fraud and abuse
in government, is a government

employee committed to public
integrity, willing to speak out. Such
acts of courage and patriotism ...
should be encouraged rather than
stifled."
President Obama recently signed
the Whistieblower Protection Act,
which gives whistleblowers far
more protections from the courts
and the government so long as the
information leaked was not classified.
The catch is that the Obama
administration now catalogs vast
amounts of information as classified,
and should any information, no
matter how egregious its concealment
may be, be released to the public,
those who leaked the information are
tried under the Espionage Act of 1917
as a traitor.
Recently, decorated NSA
employee Thomas Drake thought
that the organization he worked
for was engaging in fraud and
was unlawfully obtaining private
information.
from
American
citizens. He discovered what was
called "Operation Trailblazer", in
which emails and other electronic
mediums of communication were

illegally acquired and searched for
information.
Drake researched the matter and
found that it was illegal, inefficient and
expensive. He informed his superiors
of the issue and was dismissed. He
then took his information to the
media and was decried as a mole by
the Obama administration and tried
for espionage.
The rest of those who were tried
under the Espionage Act under
the Obama administration are as
follows: John Kiriakou let the world
know about U.S. torture of suspected
terrorists; Shamai Leibowitz let a
potentially disastrous Israeli military
strike against Iran be known;
Stephen Jin-Woo Kim let the media
know information about North
Korea's nuclear capability; Bradley
Manning leaked massive amounts
of information about U.S. activities
in the Middle East; Jeffrey Sterling
told The New York Times about a
failed attempt to halt Iranian nuclear
proliferation.
These names do not include those
who were not fully charged under
the Espionage Act and those who

had their investigations dropped,
such as Thomas Tamm, the first
whistieblower about warrantless
wiretapping.
This is a disturbing trend inObama's
White House as more people have
been tried under the Espionage Act
in the course of his administration
than any other president in history.
While the validity and ramifications
of some of the leaks mentioned may
easily be brought into question, as
with Manning, to try all of these
individuals with espionage is
clearly an abuse of this arcane and
antiquated piece of legislation that
has historically only been used
as a political cattle prod against
opponents.
The president has given the people
contradictory messages by professing
his support of whistleblowers and
the protections that they deserve
by promoting an open and honest
government, while simultaneously
charging all genuine whistleblowers
with espionage and closing the
government off further from
transparency and honesty.
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•Super Smash Bros.' Tournament Held to Raise Money for Charity I Don't Cheapen
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

a junior computer science major They helped
explain how the bracket, which was projected on
the wall, was going to work.
Rinaldi explained that it was not single
elimination, but that the people who won the
most and lost the least were able to move up in
the ranks.
The overall winner for the night was Theron
Haynesworth, with Evan Faucett getting second
and third going to Patrick Costa. The three top
winners won gift cards and prizes provided by

the unofficial sponsors of the event Monster
Energy drinks and Gameotop.
Brandon Toney, sophomore computer science
major and brother of Phi Mu Delta was the bracket
king of the night He sat at a table in between his
own matches and took the winners names to add
to the computer-generated bracket.
There was tons of support from Phi Mu Delta
brothers who were all incredibly busy, and it was
hard to find a moment of down time to ask a
brother some questions.
I did follow a brother around with a camera for
a while just to ask him if I could see some of the

photos. Jesse Schrader, senior biology major and
PR chair of Phi Mu Delta, was very excited about
the whole event. While walking around taking
picture«, he got a nice surprise when Elwood
walked in the doors to the event
There were 59 competitors and at least 90 to
100 students who were just there to watch. The
brothers of Phi Mu Delta did a fantastic job
getting the word out for their fundraising event
The event was a pleasure to attend and was a
great way to raise money for a good cause.

my News
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor

W h i i ,e it is debatable
that journalism is dying,
it certainly is changing. In
recent years, there has been
little growth within the print
edition of publications, and
more focus on the online
editions of these newspapers
and magazines.
There has also been an
increase
in
exclusively
online news outlets, such
NEWS
pathway for these golf carts, and representative. The application is
event.
when The Huffington
BECCA LUNDBERG
COLUMN
To begin open forum, Senior they should not be blocking the due by March 27 at 5 p.m. Those Post launched in 2005, and
News Editor
running
for
any
of
these
positions
general
sidewalks.
Class President Gina DeMarco
the transfer of former print
Auditor Alisha Royal reported that must attend a meeting on March 28 publications, like Newsweek's transition this
The
Student
Government said senators interested in voicing
at 3:30 p.m. in the Lankford Student year, to digital-only publications.
Association (SGA) was able to hold their opinions on the SGA's stance club and organization audits for this
Union
Ballroom.
year
are
going
well
so
far
and
has
open forum and lead discussions at on individual off-campus group
This is an ongoing process that continues
Dr.
Tim
Pierson, vice president for to be rocky for many news outlets. Of course,
only
five
left
to
complete.
members'
participation
in
recognized
the Tuesday, March 19 meeting, but
Secretary Steven Sommer said Student Affairs and faculty adviser some publications have not survived this digital
the Senate could not vote because groups should be present at the next
a
memorial
fund for Longwood to the SGA, reported that the plans revolution. In fact, there is even a website
committee
meeting
on
Monday,
the minimum amount of members
student
and
Theta
Chi Fraternity for the university's new student called Newspaper Death Watch that tracks the
March
25
in
Lankford
Student
Union
needed in order to do so (quorum)
brother
Chase
Wood
is being center are progressing. There will be newspapers that have folded since March 2007.
Ballroom
at
8:30
p.m..
were not present.
a presentation on the center during
established.
A senator expressed concerns
In some circumstances, publications have not
This week's meeting began with
The Student Finance Committee Friday's Board of Visitors meeting. died, but staff has been cut significantly. For
a presentation about the upcoming about the automatic doors of Janet
There will also be discussion about
example, according to Richmond BizSense, The
Big Event. The event will occur D. Greenwood Library, as students (SFC) was unable to bring budget
the requirements for off-campus
Richmond Times-Dispatch let go 28 editorial
this Saturday, March 23 at 9:00 a.m. have noticed that they open slowly. requests to the Senate for possible
living.
staff members and 31 non-newsroom employees
Volunteers will begin work at their Students have also requested that allocation because of the SGA's
The SGA was unable to technically in April 2009. These kinds of layoffs have been
respective job sites at 9:30 a.m. and more Farmville Area Buses circulate aforementioned lack of quorum
return to campus at 12:30 p.m. for a through Lancer Park in the fall when at the meeting. These allocations adjourn this week's meeting because common throughout the country, especially
the North Campus apartments are will have to be voted on at the next this must be voted upon. The since the peak of the recession.
picnic.
adjournment of this week's meeting
meeting.
Despite the loss of many newspapers and jobs,
Big Event representatives asked open.
All students have received an and the start of next week's meeting some publications have prevailed thanks to
There were also concerns about
senators and representatives to sign
will take place on Tuesday, March
efforts such as online advertising, social media
up as job site leaders for the event. golf carts blocking portions of email with a Google Doc application
26
at 3:45 p.m. in the BC rooms of
and paywalls (The Farmville Herald put one up
There will be a meeting tonight, die sidewalk, limiting wheelchair for those interested in applying for
Executive Senator a position on the SGA as a senator Lankford Student Union.
last year). However, recent data shows that even
March 20, at 9 p.m. in Hiner 207 for accessibility.
digitalized journalism has its faults.
those leading job sites during the Haley Vest said there is a special or Honor Board or Conduct Board
According to the Pew Research Center's Project
for Excellence in Journalism's 2013 report on the
state of the news media, 31 percent of adults
in the United States no longer turn to the news
media because "it no longer provided them with
The
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added,
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study attributed this to less thorough content,
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to
Osborn,
60
percent
of
the
building
Farmville will feature a new restaurant within
This, of course, has a great deal to do with
the next week called The Fishin' Pig, the result materials were green, as "most of the materials will also have a catering business as well, said staff layoffs and less funding of resources. The
of the merging of Shorty's Fish Fry and Grady's that we used in here were reclaimed from different Hurley. "The breading is now being sold [in] 13 study reported that many news consumers are
places around Prince Edward County. The floors states, and we hope that because of the opening not aware of these financial struggles.
Barbecue, i
of this restaurant that it will only become more
The Pew Research Center's election 2012
There are three partners that are running the are original to the building; we took up the all of
popular."
the
old
tile
and
carpet
and
polished
them."
research
showed that only about one quarter
operation of the restaurant: Matt Hurley, Nash
The menu of The Fishin' Pig reads, "Grady's of information about the character and records
Hurley
regarded
the
transformation
as
"a
Osborn and Jim Osborn.
BBQ is slow smoked fresh over seasoned hickory, of Mitt Romney and Barack Obama came from
"We wanted to combine the two concepts complete makeover."
Upon entering the restaurant, customers will white oak and fruit wood in downtown Kingsville journalists, while half was attributed to political
from the restaurants," explained Hurley. Fish is
... The Fishin' Pig is here for all your catering partisans.
Shorty's logo and pig is Grady's logo, and thaf s see a dining area to the right and the main bar.
needs.
Contact the manager for assistance with Thereportalso said more and more news outlets
There is also an added garage, which will serve
event
planning.
A catering quote or schedule a are running article bylines by other companies.
as a double purpose bar and game room. Off of
the addition, there will be a patio area with more free tasting ... Get BBQ by the pound to go hot There are publications, such as Forbes, that use
seating. They have expanded the area, which is or cold. We sell our BBQ sauces and remoulade algorithm to report with no human reporting
sauce by the quart."
meant to provide more room for the costurners.
necessary.
Hurley said therestaurantwill have a staff of 50,
Hurley saidrenovationsbegan after Thanksgiving.
This may be the "new" age of journalism, but
He said the changes have taken a while because including cooks, servers and bartenders, to start. it seems ... cheap. People are obtaining their
the partners did not hire professional contractors, "I don't expect them all to make the cut" said information from biased sources or secondhand.
but it has saved the restaurant a great deal of Hurley. He said the partners tried to hire 10 to 15 While this is nothing new, it is happening more
percent more staff than they thought would be often, and that is unfortunate.
money.
The Fishin' Pig will be open seven days a week. needed "so we won't have another training class
News outlets release information on many
Hurley said. While exact hours of service have not before the opening." The staff boasts 75 years of topics, such as weather and entertainment
been determined yet Hurley said the restaurant management experience overall.
and the stock market, and a decent amount of
Taylor Southall, a Longwood University senior this information is objective. However, there
will be in operation about 16 to 18 hours a day and
open until 2 a.m. They will also serve brunch on and waitress for The Fishin' Pig, said, "I am really are stories that need to be investigated. Not
the weekend and eventually open for breakfast excited for the grand opening. I think if s great that everything is surface level, but this new age of
two local businesses are coming together. They journalism seems to support simple reporting.
most likely at 6 a.m.
"The amount of traffic going in and out of were both successful separately, and together they
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, the former
Farmville is incredible," added Hurley. "Before will be a huge hit."
reporters for The Washington Post who are
The Fishin' Pig will be located near Hampden- largely credited for the uncovering of the Nixon
I signed the lease for this place, I sat outside the
restaurant for five or six days in a row at six in the Sydney College at 5169 Farmville Rd.
Administration's Watergate Scandal, brought up
Osborn believes The Fishin' Pig is "going to be this type of outlook during Woodward's April
morning just to see the flow of traffic."
"We won't be serving the normal restaurant a very unique restaurant to Farmville."
2012 talk entitled "Watergate 4.0: How Would
"Ifs going to be a casual restaurant but i f s the Story Unfold in the Digital Age?"
food, but more foods that are associated with our
previous restaurants," said Hurley. The restaurant going to be fun; it's very family oriented," Hurley
A Yale University professor had recently
will serve different kinds of fish and seafood, said. "Food is our number one priority down submitted one-word papers their students wrote
Photo By: Cara O'Neal barbeque, ribs, burgers, tacos, salads and varieties here."
on how they would uncover the Watergate
Scandal today. Woodward was not thrilled with
Owners Jim Osborn (left) and Nash Osborn (right) stand of soup.
what he received.
behind the bar at the Fishin' Pig.
Woodward, according to The Washington
Virginia Farm Bureau Buys
Three Chase City Man Stand Trial for
Property at 200 North Main St Set
Post, "came as close as I ever have to having an
aneurysm, because the students wrote that, 'Oh,
Remaining Share of Virginia State
AHeged Arson
for Development
you
would just use the Internet and you'd go to
Fair
Titta» i ^ ^ ^ ^ È M S m
The former First Virginia Bank building
"Nixon's secret fund" and it would be there.' "
According to the Richmond Tunes-Dispatch,
C h a i r a g County Qrcuit | | É 9 < w | V
jm"
at 200 North Main St. is set to undergo
The article went on to say that Woodward
the
Virginia Farm Bureau Federation has
accordine to The Southpide Me
development in the near future, reported The
supplied
the class with better information. He
purchased the final share of the Virginia State
Charlotte Cownty Sheriffs Office
Farmville Herald. A real estate development
told
the
audience
at this talk that "the basic
Fair: The Virginia Farm Bureau bought the
Michael Oough, 1 1
i l
team and Gtizens Bank and Trust purchased
point
is:
The
truth
of
what goes on is not on the
share from Universal Fairs LLC a Tennessee
Santità Thomas Woodsoti
Cha*e<
the 16,635 square foot building, and the
Internet.
[The
Internet]
can supplement. It can
fair operator that had die winning bid last
w t t e cortnecfcmd to ¡18
<hat
team plans to develop it as commercial and
help
advance.
But
the
truth
resides with people.
year in a foreclosure sale. Greg Hides, a
S.T. Adams State jg g § | | |
fei
residential space. The team is also searching
Human
sources."
Virginia Farm Bureau spokesman, said the
2012. Newcomb | | j g |
H |
for a restaurant as a cornerstone tenant The
Woodward's words reflect how the Internet
sale has been discussed for the past month.
property, aggira of an unoc
vision set for the buildings is "an upscale
should
be viewed: as a helpful source, but
"Both sides just got together and discussed
restaurant orretailvenue, a high-quality office andentaring g S f l f f l g g S g ^ M
not
a
primary
one. Of course, I gathered the
it" he said. "We started thinking about
m a * * * rape, rot*ery or ¡g
setting, and a unique residential offering in
information
for
this
column from the Internet, but
some what-ifs." Universal Fair's winning
undergo {¿ai on March 21 fai ]
the form of luxury apartments," according to
the
opinion
primarily
represented in this article
initial $5.35 million bid included 331 acres of
County Court a n MajncKSti on i
Ross Fickenscher. Fickenscher also told The
is
my
own.
And
when
it comes to my reporting,
Caroline County's The Meadow Event Park
arson of a dwelling, raug «'
Herald, "The principals are the same ones
I
gather
the
majority
of
my information from inand die State Fair of Virginia's trademark,
intatti to conunìt murder, rape« ro
that own The Lofts At Worsham School... and
person
interviews
that
I
conduct personally.
name and Web presence. Virginia Farm
ar.d grand larceny. The court^
two of the them are also partners in the Hotel
Journalism
is
heading
in a direction that
Bureau had purchased 50 percent of die fair
guilty H «rat» of sa»
Weyanoke project that was just purchased in
is
already
proving
to
be
harmful.
Digital or
from Universal Fairs several months after the
arson of a vehide and ai
January." He added, 1 am hoping that with
not,
journalism
should
be
rich
with
accurate
original May 2012 auction.
irtent to ooltimìt nnffdet I
their expertise In building renovations and
information, not cheap or secondhand sources.
Bctìx ragli ¡ ¡ ¡ 1 return tp
fresh ideas for apartment living, this will be
*" This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
sentendng § § ¡une IX
a welcome project for the Ibwn of Farmville
does not represent the vieuv of The Rotunda or Longivood
and Prince Edward County."
University.

SGA Does Not Fulfill Quorum at Meeting, Causing Voting Issues

Farmville to Feature a New Restaurant with The Fishin' Pig
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Longwood University's Founder's Day
From Milestones to the Future of the University

•

(LEFT) After hot cocoa and cider were served on Brock Commons in the early morning, Dorriii Dining Hall celebrated by hosting a Birthday Dinner for Longwood's 174th Birthday. (RIGHT)
Interim President Marge Connelly spoke at the presentation on Founder's Day by celebrating the many changes the university has gone through during its time as well as the 29,000 alumni
who have walked through the doors of the rotunda. (Photos By Assist. Photo Editor Mike Kropf)
.

ASHLEY HODGE

Contributor
The March 13th celebration of Longwood University's 174th
birthday put Longwood's past and future into perspective for the
Longwood community.
In honor of Founder's Day, which was technically on March 5
during Spring Break, students gathered at Jarman Auditorium to
hear Dr. James Jordan, professor of anthropology and sociology,
speak about the day when Longwood became co-ed with a speech
titled, "You've Got Male: The Day Longwood Went Co-Ed and the
World Turned Upside Down."
"The day we went co-ed, I could hear Longwood Alumni turning
in their grave down at the Westview Cemetery," Jordan said.
It was 1976, and 2,300 students were expected to attend Longwood,
with 75 to 100 of them expected to be male. They were housed in the
tabb and Cunningham residence halls on separate floors from the
women, as reported in the Farmville Herald in August 1976.
"However, the real drama had only begun when 3,000 members
of the Longwood community of scholars and 9,000 people in the
town of Farmville faced a change in their world with profound
consequences," continued Jordan. "Things would be different from
now on, many felt; and some welcomed the new possibilities while
others were not pleased."
From opening in 1839 when only six women wanted to learn
at what was called the Farmville Female Academy at the time, to
becoming co-ed, there were many milestones that the university
faced in between and after.
After the Civil War, the college returned in the fall of 1865 with
only 35 girls returning. Then 10 years passed and the stockholders of
the Farmville Female College sold the college property. On April 7,
1884, the property of the college was deeded to the State of Virginia,
and the name was changed to the State Female Normal School. In
1924, the name changed to The State Teachers College at Farmville,
which was changed again on March 30,1949 to Longwood College.
Over the years, students, both male and female, grew in number
even though the female to male ratio still remains three to one.
Longwood College became Longwood University in 2002. Then
Longwood University reached a record of approximately 4,900
students in the fall of 2011, with more than 100 majors, minors and

finish by fall 2014.
While these projects have not been approved by the General
Assembly, the next projects that are slated to follow will be a new
student union and a student success center. Construction on the new
student union will begin after the demolition of the Cunningham
Residence Halls. The new student union is "still in the very early
stages of design," said Jerome, and it will be late in 2014 or early in
2015 before this will begin.
The student success center will be a consolidation of student
support offices including First Year Experience, the Writing Center,
Athletic Student Support Effort, Associate Vice President for Student
Success, Disability Resources, the Academic and Career Advising
Center and student learning space.
"We are taking a lot of existing offices that are spread out that are
student based and consolidating them, making it more convenient
for students," Martin said.
Design meetings will be held on March 25, 26 and 27 with the
architect and building occupants to begin designing. According to
Jerome and Martin, it will be placed somewhere between the Janet
D. Greenwood Library and the north end of Lankford Student
Union, but the exact location has not yet been determined.
The General Assembly passed a budget in the 2013 session that
includes early planning money for two more buildings, a new
admissions office and a new academic building, which will be a
"new large learning building."
Jerome said, "This learning building will hopefully be a very
flexible building that will be used for all sorts of student learning
activities. It. will be built on what used to be the four tennis courts
According to Jerome, the ongoing current projects are North behind French."
As Longwood continues to grow and accommodate these new
Campus student housing, Stubbs Hall renovations and French
changes, Jordan expressed that he hopes that Longwood will remain
renovations.
North Campus student housing is projected to open in fall 2013. an "institution where students want to learn" and continue to have
Stubbs is gaining a new look that is going to be similar to the looks a "sense of community."
"While we are coping with expected changes, we hope that we
of Cox Hall and Wheeler Hall. Renovations for Stubbs will start
right after move out this spring and will be finished by August 2014. are accommodating changes beyond what we can see," Jerome said.
French is going to be the new- I.T building and is schedule to be "With these changes, we hope to keep the campus aesthetically
pleasant and accessible while keeping space inside and outside of
finished around spring 2014.
Another project is the Alumni Center which will be placed on buildings for students to do things they enjoy, such as Oktoberfest.
the ground floor of Blackwell Hall after renovations. According to Hopefully in the end, it will benefit all students now and in the
Jerome, the university hopes to start the project -this summer and future."

concentrations for students to choose from.
As the university continues to thrive, the Board of Visitors, faculty
and staff have composed the 2020 Campus Master Plan that was put
in place so that the university can continue to grow and possibly
house 6,000 students by 2020. Jerry Jerome, facilities planner, and Kelly Ann Martin, sustainability
coordinator, are two of the faculty members that composed and are
now executing the Campus Master Plan.

"As the University continues to
thrive, the Board of Visitors and
faculty and staff have composed
the Campus Master Plan [...] so
that the university can continue
to grow and possibly house 6,000
students by 2020"

<
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The World Turned Upside Down, 174 Years Later
Connelly; Jordan anc/ Reid Present the History of Longwood
and How We Impact It Every Day

«

During his presentation, entitled, "You've Got Male: The Day Longwood Went Co-Ed and the World Turned Upside Down," Professor of Anthropology Dr. James Jordan celebrated
Longwood's co-education while presenting photographs from past issues of The Rotunda as well as Longwood's yearbook, The Virginian. (Photo By: Asst. Photo Editor Mike Kropf)

MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
174 years old and Longwood has never looked
so good. Founded on March 5, 1839, Longwood
celebrated its 174th anniversary with a day filled
with fun and activities.
Starting the morning early, hot cocoa and
cider were served on Brock Commons from 7:30
a.m. to 9 a.m. Additionally, students were able
to celebrate the day with a birthday dinner at
Dorrill Dining Hall later that evening. Finally,
ending the evening was a presentation at 7
p.m. where students were able to leam about
the history of Longwood's founding from the
first day it opened its doors with six students
enrolled to the day it opened its doors to men
and women alike.
The featured speakers for the event included
Interim President Marge Connelly, Professor
of Anthropology Dr. James Jordan and VicePresident of the Student Government Association
Brian Reid.
At the event, the Women's Ensemble A sang
Longwood University's Alma Mater, and ending
the event was the "Hail to Longwood U" video,
featuring various Longwood students, faculty
and staff singing the campus fight song.
Opening the event, Connelly said, "I think it
really is important though that we pause, and
we celebrate the accomplishments of all those
who came before us and that we show some
appreciation for the impact that they've made."
She said, "Our university has gone through
a number of changes. We've changed names.
We moved to co-education ... In addition to all
new kinds of majors and programs, Division I
athletics and also just slow and steady growth
throughout those years, and through it all,
the faculty, staff and students of Longwood
University have maintained a strong sense of
dedication and loyalty. Challenges have been met

with hard work and commitment, and victories,
no matter how small, have been celebrated by
the Longwood family as a whole."
Connelly encouraged the Longwood students
to think of the legacy they will leave, saying,
"Your actions will show future generations that
success in your personal and professional lives
means even more when you serve as leaders,
mentors and role models — what we call citizen
leaders."
Connelly also announced that there are plans
already for Longwood's 175th anniversary.
The upcoming year's celebration will focus on
Longwood's past, present and future, and the
celebration will be tided, "Our Honor and Our
Past Inspire Our Future."
Jordan's presentation, entitled, "You've Got
Male: The Day Longwood Went Co-Ed and
the World Turned Upside Down," featured
photographs from past issues of The Rotunda
and Longwood's yearbook, The Virginian.
Jordan spoke on the history of Longwood
University when it started as the Farmville
Female Academy on March 5,1839, an all-female
institution founded by the Virginia Legislature.
Longwood originally opened its doors with only
six students, and 21 years after had a student
enrollment of 80. After a financial panic where
Longwood closed down for a number of years
during the Civil War, the institution began again
in 1884 when the Commonwealth of Virginia
bought the school and renamed it the Premiere
Normal School.
Jordan said, 'They were called that because
they were originally state teacher's colleges ...
and they learned the norms, the rules, of society
so they could pass them on to their students."
"200 years after the American Revolution,
Longwood was facing our own revolution,"
chuckled Jordan who spoke of Longwood's
eventual co-education.
Longwood did not officially open its doors

to male students until the 1976 to 1977 academic
school year. Jordan read the headline of an article
printed Aug. 16, 1976 by The Farmville Herald
that read, "Longwood Ready for Males."
Jordan had written a dedication in The
Virginian that year, celebrating the new faces,
saying, "We have ushered in a new life: coeducation. And yet our traditional Joan of Arc
guards her domain. This year was unlike any
other year. It was unique, and we were the ones
who captured it. It was like a great storm, but
safe in our rotunda, we saw it through."
During his speech, Jordan spoke of Longwood's
sixteenth president Dr. Joseph L. Jarman, the
longest running president at Longwood, and
Longwood's twenty-first president Dr. Henry
I. Willett, Jr., who was the first president at
Longwood to oversee male Lancers.
Jordan spoke of many tales that occurred at
the school thereafter, including what it was like
to be punished back in the day (hint: get out
your hymnal) and the tale of the College Bell of
East Ruffner that was buried in the basement of
Barlow Hall because of the fear of the boys being
hurt or killed while in the midst of pranks.
"What did we leam from the tumult of this
revolution at Longwood University?" asked
Jordan.
"I think we've learned a number of things.
One thing ... [is] we have stuck to our values
... Longwood as a community of scholars
has passed safely through and maintained a
historical continuity, and this is a testament to
those people and those times," he said.
Jordan further stated, "Peering into our Alma
Mater's deep and distant past, we can see that we
who are here today for our brief time in this long
chain of scholars in our community, we can see
a measure of great hope for Longwood's future,
every generation of you, and me, and us and
them who have ever been on High Street have
faced its own tribulations, and no generation has

ever failed to do its duty."
"We continue to reflect on our deep past, our
commitment to public as opposed to private
values, our interest in the value of education as
a vocation, an arena and a way of life. These are
the goals of those six students on the fifth day of
March, 1839 at the Farmville Female Academy,
and in the most fundamental way we have never
in 174 years wandered away from them," said
Jordan.
Reid, in his speech, said, "In order to build
something, you have to know the foundation
under it ... but our traditions here cannot be
summed up in one story. All of Longwood's
students, present, past and future have and will
have countless stories of their first Midnight
Breakfast, Color Wars, Spring Weekend, first
time accidentally stepping on a rotunda, oozeball
game, Dr. Jordan's ghost stories, Joanie on the
Pony and Stonie and the many more that make
our university very unique."
"When every student at Longwood leaves their
mark here ... we have made some difference at
this university, and this university would be
different in some way even if one student of
the 29,000 students who have come through
Longwood University would have decided not
to come here in our 174 years," said Reid.
He further stated, "That's why knowing our
history is important because we are living it
right now."
Jordan said, "You're going to come back. I know
you are. You're going to be very busy for a while,
and you'll forget to come back, but remember,
there have been lots of people here before you.
Without you and your promise for the future,
maybe no one would come in the future ...
Don't forget. We're here waiting for you. You
come back like all the spirits of Longwood have
always come back."

*
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Counseling Center Unveils Newest Support Group to Female Students
Speaking on the topic of low selfconfidence, Conner said, "Usually
Features Editor
it's related to how they interact with
Longwood University's Counseling people in their lives." She stated
Center unveiled its newest support that one might experience low selfgroup this past week, tided, confidence due to issues with one's
Understanding Self & Others. A weekly family and friends.
one-and-a-half-hour meeting, the
While discussing the move to restrict
Understanding Self & Others Support the support group to females only,
Group is a new service to assist female Conner said, "I think we just found
students struggling with feelings of that whenever we want to do one of
low self-confidence.
these groups, we try to base it on the
problems
and what kinds of concerns
Lauren Conner, graduate intern at the
do
we
see
coming up for students who
Counseling Center and co-facilitator
are
seeking
services over here."
of the Understanding Self & Others
She further stated, "One of the
Support Group, said, "The purpose of
the group is to bring people together, underlying things that we try to dp
talk about their concerns and help with any group is help students realize
them better understand themselves that they're not alone in their concerns
and how they are interacting with ... and I think just deciding to limit it
to female students was another way of
other people."
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

achieving that to help students feel that elements that individual counseling
there are people who are experiencing doesn't offer."
Other support groups held at
some very serious concerns like them."
To participate in a support group at the Counseling Center include the
Communication
and
the Counseling Center, students may Advocacy,
set up a 30 minute initial consultation Transition (ACT) Group for students
to be referred to either individual or registered with the Office of Disability
Services and the Stress & Anxiety
group counseling.
A 50-minute follow-up session Management Support Group for
called the "intake session" may be students to gain strength-based
scheduled to gain further background approaches for stress management.
Tlte ACT Group meets on Wednesdays
information. Students are not required
to be referred by a counselor to seek from 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Office of
further information on any support Disability Resources conference room.
groups offered.
The Stress & Anxiety Management
Conner said, "When we get concerns Support Group meets on Thursdays
like stress management or low self- from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the
esteem, those seem to be the primary Counseling Center.
concerns. We really feel like the group
The ACT Group is co-facilitated by
options are the treatment of choice both the Counseling Center and the
because they provide some unique Office of Disability Resources. The

35 Years of Excellence:
A Different Fraternity
AUSTIN LING

Contributor
This Fraternity will be different." That is what
Carter Ashton Jenkens responded when being
questioned as to why another fraternity should
be inaugurated at Richmond University in the
Fall of 1901 and over the past 112 years. That
response has been the foundation of Sigma Phi
Epsilon. With Virtue, Diligence and Brotherly
Love being the basis of which the fraternity hasbeen run, Sigma Phi Epsilon has been a leader
in Greek life nationwide by being the first
fraternity to eliminate race and sexual orientation
limitations, the first to provide an Educational
Foundation for undergraduate support and the
first to charter a chapter in all 50 states. Not only
is this fraternity the ninth largest in the nation,
including cultural and honors fraternities, they
have beat die longest running male'fraternity at
Longwood University.

Last Monday, March 11, marked the 35th year
anniversary erf the Virginia Lambda chapter of
Sigma Phi Epsilon being founded at Longwood
University. Better known as "SPE" on campus,
close to 500 men have been initiated into the
brotherhood. To celebrate this significant
achievement, Sigma Phi Epsilon will be hosting
a 35th year anniversary celebration Saturday,
April 6 on Lancaster Mall. The fraternity is
welcoming anyone and everyone to attend and
enjoy a barbecue and beer truck (for those of
age) provided by Aramark followed by a music
show by alumni and national recording artist
Pat McGee. The event will start at 4 p.m. and
will conclude at 9 p.m.. Tickets, including the
barbeque and music, will be sold to students
for $15 and can be purchased at https:/ /www.
longwoodlink.eom/events#SPE. Come support
35 years of creating exceptional and professional
men, and meet die brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon!

An Mrty Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge class poses In front of Stubbs Hall.

Photo By: facebook.com

Stress & Anxiety Management Support
Group is the longest running support
group held by the Counseling Center
and is run by Dr. David Davino, a
licensed counselor at the Counseling
Center and co-facilitated by Amanda
Hopkins, graduate intern at the
Counseling Center.
For more information about the
Understanding Self & Others support
group or other support groups held
by the Longwood Counseling Center,
contact Director of the Counseling
Center Maureen Walls-McKay or
Lauren Conner at (434) 395-2409.
The Counseling Center is located in
the upper level of the Health & Fitness
Center.
.

Traveler's Column:
A Pot of Gold at the End of the Rainbow
"Former A&E Editor Katie
Reilly is studying in England this
semester, chronicling her weekly
adventures as she travels through
Europe**
i

KATIE REILLY

Travel Correspondent
Mass exodus to Ireland for
St. Patrick's Day. That is what
occurred, only I wasn't a part of
it sadly. But over in Ireland, St.
Patrick's Day is the equivalent
to New York's Times Square on
New Year's Eve, times about 10.
I would have loved to go, but
tickets for flights to Ireland for
the weekend were sold out back
in January, and all hostels, hotels
and bed and breakfasts were
booked ages ago.
That is how I knew it would
be insane and completely
worth it if I had thought ahead
and managediiHuiBiut much -to
my surprise, England actually
knows how to celebrate St.
Patrick's Day just as well.
We went out to an Irish pub
called Kitty CHera's. They had
moved the party outside, setting
up a stage with a live Irish band
just outside the actual pub as
well as another movable bar
entirely outside.
There were crowds of people,
a sea of green and when the
music started, everyone began to
jump up and down and basically
do their own version of an Irish
jig. A very drunk Irish jig. When
the band started up with "The
Devil Went Down to Georgia,"
I got way too excited. It was
country music coming to life

with an Irish accent in England,
where country music isn't a fad.
That alone would have made my
night, but then it started to rain.
Most people would think that
this would have mellowed out
the party a bit but it just got
more insane. This is England;
rain is as second nature to them
as breathing.
People were flinging themselves
around in circles and singing at
the top of their lungs as the rain
came pouring down.
It wasreallycool to experience
such a cultural day in that sort
of way. Irish music; a little jig,
pouring rain and a good pint of
Guinness.
Most of my time here the last few
weeks has been spent working
on essays, final portfolios and
the like. Why you might ask, am
I already completing my finals in
March? The way they have it set
up; over here is really different
'from Longwood.
, .,.•!.••
Instead of just a week for
Spring Break, mine will be
three weeks long. Now if that
in itself doesn't sound crazy, get
this: We come back from Spring
Break and have one more week
of classes in which you will be
basically meeting with teachers
for any last minute questions or
assistance on your final works
for the classes. Then school
is over for the English majors
around here.
Unlike other majors, we don't
have any final exams, just pretty
hefty portfolio works and essays.
My plan is to turn in everything
before I leave for Spring Break
because I plan on taking

advantage of it, which brings me
to the next thing that has been
my main focus for a few weeks.
Central Europe has been calling
my name since I arrived here, but
I have been saving it for this trip.
And like any good American,
my planning took me way over
the top. I will be travelling to
six different countries over the
course of four weeks.
My trip starts the end of this
month in Spain. From there,
we will go to France, Germany,
Austria, Italy and Greece. The
whole idea originated from
my own wild fantasies, and
somehow,
through
careful
planning and motivation to see
as much as possible, it became a
reality.
Planning a trip like that takes
a lot of work and getting
everything ready for it has been
a bit of a whirlwind. I have
been taking bets on whether or
not}' can actually live out of a
backpack for four weeks.
For those of you that don't know
me, I value space, comfort and a
lot of clothes at my disposal. It
will be interesting to note how I
go about surviving with the bare
necessities. I laugh at myself
because I figure it will actually
be quite humorous.
I will be trying my best to keep
up with writing these columns
as I go and updating my blog as
often as possible.
Central Europe, here I come.
For more stories and pictures,
visit my blog at Volagratisl.
wordress.com.

STUDENT VALUE M E N U !
All items specially priced for students..,
Choose from the following:

www.dominos.com

434 392 3000

Medium two topping pizza
Large one topping pizza
Any two bread products
Any Artisan pizza

each only

$7.99

Become a fan on Facebook to hear about our weekly specials:

Domino's Pizza - Farmville, Virginia...

and WELCOME BACK1

'So You Think You Can StRHOII' May Be Postponed Till Fall A Big Event for a
Home Away from
Home
until the fall 2013 semester during the sorority's
founding week from Nov. 10 to Nov. 16.
Asst. Features Editor
The event will be open to the public, and students
The ladies of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. will be given the opportunity to put together a
were going to host their third annual "So You routine, or "stroll" — some rendition of what
Think You Can StRHOII" on Saturday, March 30 members of the National Pan-hellenic Council
but now it looks as though they may postpone the (NPHC) are known for.
Davis said, "The National Pan-hellenic Council
event until Nov. 16.
is made up of Greek organizations on Longwood's
Campus. We just open it up to the public, and we
allow non-Greek members to put together a skit,
and then they compete in a competition with other
groups." .
The group that wins this competition wins the
offered grand prize of $200, which can be either
donated to the winning group's organization, or it
can be kept by the members of the group.
Following this, the NPHC put on a bigger
"stroll" competition, and whoever the winner of
the competition is gets whatever prize is offered.
Any group that participates in "So You Think You
Can StRHOII" can also showcase at the NPHC
competition.
Over the years, a maximum of five groups have
participated in "So You Think You Can StRHOII,"
but right now Sigma Gamma Rho is in the process
of getting more groups to participate in the event.
Sigma Gama Rho is also expanding the event to
include the College Pan-hellenic Council and InterFraternity Council.
"Anyone is able to participate, except for people
Nina Davis, a sister of Sigma Gamma Rho, said
that the sorority hopes to postpone the event who are under the NPHC umbrella," said Davis.
MONICA NEWELL

"Over the years, a
maximum of five groups
have participated in
'So You Think You Can
StRHOII/but right now
Sigma Gamma Rho
is in the process of
getting more groups to
participate in thé event "

"If faculty would like to participate, we're more
than open to letting them participate as well. The
minimum number you can have in a group is two
members."
"Most people will want to keep it as [few] as
possible so they can divide the proceeds in a better
manner," said Davis. "If you have 100 people,
everyone is going to get $2. So, thafs why we just
have a minimum mark. If s all up to you, how you
want to handle it."
Each person in the group who registers has to
contact the president of Sigma Gamma Rho,
Samiuah Games. Once the group has contacted
Games, they have to submit a $10 registration fee
or group submission fee along with a package
containing the group name and contact information,
while also showing that the regulations and policies
of the event have been read.
"[We] just want to open [the event] up to a wider
range," said Davis. "This is something that NPHC
is mostly known for, so why not open it up to
everybody? And everyone else can showcase what
they know about 'stepping' or 'strolling.' If s just a
nice way to give back and to meet new people and
to also have people know more about NPHC and
what they do. 'Strolling,' even though it looks fun,
if s still all about the culture, and it has a history
to it."
However, unless more groups sign up, it looks
like "So You Think You Can StRHOII" will have to
wait until this upcoming fall.

Prizes: Oh My!
Jousting, Obstacles and Pi
Longwood Gladiators Encourages Stui
Students to Get Active
MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor
On Friday, March 15, the basketball court and
the Auxiliary gym in the Health & Fitness Center
became host to a variable pantheon of inflatable
experiences. From 8 p.m. on Friday to 12 a.m.
Saturday, March 16, the Late Night: Longwood
Gladiators event was available to all students who
had a student ID card.
The Longwood Campus Rec center and Lancer
Productions hosted the «vent, JU urji^mL <
Senior Allison Wriell; who' worked at the event,
said, "(For) the lait'tw© years, it has become well
known. Last year, we had around 300-400 people
show up, and people [usually] stay around until
the end."
At the event, students had the opportunity to win
prizes by beating the Gladiators, who consisted
of a group of athletic male and female students,
along with several members of Longwood faculty,
at either jousting or racing them at the obstacle
course.
To beat the Gladiators at jousting, one had to
make them fall off of their perch before they did
the same. The prizes that were offered consisted
of a choice of various forms of candy, a Frisbee or

several water bottles.
"This is the first year [that] we've offered prizes,"
said Ferrell.
Another way students could win prizes was if
they caught a certain amount of certificates in an
inflatable slot machine. Whatever prize was won
depended on how many certificates were caught.
20 certificates earned one a T-shirt, while 11 earned
you a sample of either deodorant or mouthwash.
But, even if one didn't win against the Gladiators,
that didn't mean they went home empty-handed.
For some students who are owrently in the course,
PHED 101> if they participated 4n an event against
the Gladiators, their professor would award them
extra credit. But the opportunity to win prizes was
not the only new thing offered at the Late Night
event.
"We've never had the big dome [before],'* said
Ferrell, referring to the dome in which up to four
people could enter and try to score on each other
by throwing balls into each others goal. "So, we
always try to change it [the event] up a bit. In the
past, we've brought in a mechanical bull, so it
depends on what people like."
Fbr the first hour, the Gladiators could mainly
be found around the jousting ring or the basketball
court, shooting hoops as they recovered from

getting jabbed at with a giant Q-tip. However, by
the time the first hour wound down, the Gladiators
found their way into the Auxiliary gym where the
obstacle course was being held.
To win the obstacle course, one had to climb up
a "rock wall" (all the holds were inflatable), slide
down the back, squeeze through a rather tight
space and then battle through a sea of punching
bags before climbing up another rock wall, sliding
down another slide and squeezing through one
last space.
As sophomore Katy Keller waited her turn to
go through the obstacle course, she said, "1 like
activities like this."
"If s something to do as an alternative to parties,"
said Keller.
Along with the jousting and the obstacle course,
students could try their hand at the "Big Dome"
to try their hand at an inflatable form of soccer (or
Hungry Hungry Hippos, just depends on how you
look at it) or go up against another classmate in
an inflatable boxing ring with rather big inflatable
gloves.
f
Junior Sarah Ganrude said, "As an employee of
the Rec Center, I enjoy going to these events they
host and find it to be [a] fun [time] with friends."

Longwood Recovers, a Substance Abuse Support Network
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
Longwood students, faculty and staff are now
able to recover together in the newly started support
network, Longwood Recovers. Any members of
the Longwood community who may be suffering
from substance abuse issues are now able to join
in a private, comfortable environment to learn the
steps to recovery.
The Longwood Recovers project is led by Assistant
Professor in Counselor Education Kevin Doyle.
The project received $10,000 in grant funding from
the Stacy Matthews Foundation.
Doyle said, "Around the country, there are
various schools that have established what are
called Collegiate Recovery communities, and these
have arisen because recovering students — and I'm
talking about recovering from alcohol and drug
addiction — have said, 'We need some support in
navigating our recovery on the college campus/
and if s one of the more challenging places to be in
recovery."
He further stated, "This is nothing specific to
Longwood or anywhere else. I f s just a difficult
time of life to be in recovery when a lot of people
are experimenting with substance use and
sometimes without a problem, but sometimes
being surrounded by that, as a recovering person,
is really difficult."
Doyle commented that he has been given support
from a wide range of offices and departments at
Longwood University, saying, "It's a campus-wide
project."
"Maybe the credit I might deserve is getting it
started, but it couldn't happen without a lot of buyin from the university," he said.
Speaking on Longwood Recovers, Doyle said,
"We want to provide something that's there for
students who want to make a change, or to even
just say, 'I'd like to hear about this/ as well as
support the students who already are in recovery.

Every year, there are some students who have to
leave Longwood and go to treatment, and thafs
true of every university."
Speaking on why a student may have difficulty
knowing if he or she has a problem, Doyle said,
"There are a lot of pieces to that. One is that there's
a real stigma, a negative label or negative,belief
with people with substance abuse problems, and
so a lot of people think if s a sign of weakness."
"The second part, I think, is that a lot of times with
this age group, things haven't yet progressed to the
point where if s completely obvious. Sometimes,
people in their 30s or 40s have lost jobs, have had
multiple arrests or DUIs, things like that, so if s
very clear," he said.
The social acceptability of using is another issue
to know if one has a problem. "The ramifications
of... drinking too much and missing class are a lot
different from the ramifications of drinking too
much and missing work," said Doyle.
According to Doyle, the most common causes
of addiction include if one's family has a history
of addiction, exposure to the drug in one's
environment and how highly addictive the drug
maybe.
Currently, Longwood Recovers is specific to
substance abuse. Doyle commented that there
might be a possibility that the support network
may include other addictions in the future, such as
gambling or eating disorders.
Longwood Recovers does not provide treatment
for substance abuse. Doyle recommended setting
up an appointment with Counseling Center at the
Health & Wellness Center if there are any concerns
with substance abuse.
Doyle said, "Although we're prioritizing
students, I think there will be a role for faculty and
staff as well. At a university this size, there will be
recovering faculty and staff. And some of them will
have the opportunity to have had some of those
negative [consequences] in their lives because
we're older and gotten to recovery in that manner,

so they might be a tremendous source of support
to students."
He further stated, "This is a growing movement
nationally ... We're part of this movement now,
and I'm really looking forward to seeing this get
started."

'We want to provide
something that's there
for students who want to
make a change [...] Every
year, there are some
students who have to
leave Longwood and go
to treatment; and that's
true of every university. "
The first meeting of Longwood Recovers occurred
Wednesday, March 6. The next meeting will be
cm Wednesday, March 20. All meetings are on
Wednesday at noon in the Tea Room of Dorrill
Dining Hall.
To learn more about Longwood Recovers, email
Doyle at longwoodrecovers91ongwood.edu or
speak to Doyle, himself at doyleks01ongwood.edu.
There are hopes to have a website in the future
as well as a Facebook page to reach out to more
students.

MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
This upcoming Saturday,
March 23, is the Fourth Annual
Big Event. And by "Big," I do
mean BIG!
The Big Event is an annual
all-day community service
event where hundreds of
students contribute to their
community by
assisting
Farmville and surrounding
communities with activities
FEATUMJ5S
like yard work, construction
COLUMN
work, painting and more.
Students collect behind
Lankford Student Union by 9
a.m. and work until 12:30 p.m. before enjoying
a picnic catered by Aramark back behind the
Lankford Student Union. The Big Event website
advises students to wear comfortable clothing,
bring a water bottle, wear closed-toed shoes
and bring their student ID to eat at the picnic
afterwards.
According to the Big Event website, it is also
advised to not wear clothing that may promote
a specific organization. "Please wear Longwood
University apparel to promote Longwood as a
whole in the community," it states.
The Student Government Association (SGA)
sponsors the Big Event. As stated on the Big Event
website, "All planning, fundraising, promotion
and organization of the Big Event is done by a
group of Longwood students on the Big Event
executive board."
The Big Event is considered to be the largest
campus-wide community service project of
Longwood University.
That means if s one of the most important days
of the year to show that Farmville is our home.
In fact, just last year there were 650 student
volunteers helping with a total of 70 service
projects, as reported on the Big Event website.
Only a couple years earlier in 2009, there were
250 students serving 12 jobs. Who knows what
those numbers will be like in a few years' time
from now?
Too often, I hear students say something like, "I
go to Longwood, but I live in..."
If s as though the nine or so months out of the
year they are at Longwood are spent in solitary
confinement. For some students this may not
be true, but for those students who were raised
elsewhere and go to a school that is called home
and don't consider the community that houses
the school to also be home — well, what is home
then?
You can't cross the street to have a drink and
say there is nothing else beyond that. Too many
students don't even know what opportunities are
on Main Street beyond Green Front and Pairef s.
If you still haven't heard, the Farmville Sweet
Shop opened up only last month, featuring
various chocolates, cakes and candies. The Bakery,
only a few doors away from the Farmville Sweet
Shop, offers various cold and grilled sandwiches
as well as shelves filled with different wines and
juices.
And the J Fergeson Gallery across the street
is a great and dose by art gallery that features
contemporary artwork from local and national
artists. All of these are down Main Street, and
there are more maybe you haven't stepped into
just yet.
Currently, Downtown Farmville is making
efforts to see what they can do to excite more
students to cross the street beyond the campus.
With multiple visioning forums held already, the
people of Farmville are asking, "How can we do
more for you?"
In an article printed by The Rotunda on Feb.
27, on one visioning session hosted on Feb. 25,
Helen Person, executive director of Downtown
Farmville, was quoted as saying, "Part of what
we are trying to do is to be able hear across the
whole spectrum of people in Farmville. What do
they see in Farmville? Who are we? And who are
we trying to be? Where are we going?"
Even so, too many students will confine
themselves to the 23909 zip code and say, "There's
nothing to do."
There is so much to do. You just need to look
for it, even just a little bit
This Saturday, hundreds of students will be
crossing into the streets and communities of
Farmville to help our neighbors who call this
place their home. Maybe — while able to see
the beauty of the architecture, the flora and the
people - even you will be able to find a moment
to say maybe these nine months in Farmville are
more than a school away from home, but a home
away from home.

*" This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the rifles of The Rotunda or Longavod
University.
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A Classic Story Re-Imagined in 'Oz': The Mediocre and Ordinary
The accused witch is actually Glinda the Good,
played by Michelle Williams. She informs them
Contributor
that Evanora is really the conniving Wicked Witch
who has everyone fooled.
The film begins in black and white, featuring Oz,
In the mean time, Theodora's emotions go
played by James Franco, as a cheesy- humored
haywire at Oz's departure. After looking into the
magician that can barely make a buck. Although
crystal ball and seeing Oz with Glinda, she is filled
this is a children's film, there are some borderline
with rage and fury and accuses him of "leaving"
inappropriate scenes of romanticism, particularly T 1
/' V
her. All the while, Evanora is behind all of i t While
noticeable in the beginning and less prevalent
Evanora knows Theodora is vulnerable, she tricks
throughout. Zach Braff made a short appearance
her into eating an apple that withers away her heart
as Frank, Oz's underpaid but loyal assistant in the
and turns her into an evil witch.
circus, and ended up playing the voice of Finley, the
Boy, Mila Kunis as an evil witch is nothing short
flying monkey who becomes Oz's devoted servant
of unattractive. The big nose, widened face, green
in the Land of Oz
skin and extremely arched eyebrows are enough
After causing a scene at a Kansas circus and making
to raise eyebrows at her sight. With her new
some enemies, Oz escapes on a hot air balloon and
transformation, the battle between good and evil is
gets whirled into a tornado which places him in
officially kicked off.
the Land of Oz. From black and white to a very
Overall, the cast is almost entirely enjoyable
vibrant and magical environment, Oz is laden with
characters who worked greatly together in the
whimsical scenery, unusual animals, flowers that
rtwy: apoHwtv.co.uk
movie. It was memorable, and the computer
turn into birds, flying monkeys and witches. The
Oscar Diggs (James Franco) the future great wizard, speaks to China Girl, one of his new partners in the land of Oz.graphics were outstanding. There could have been
film would definitely be more entertaining in 3D,
some changes in the way that the beginning played
for it would have a great appeal tp the eye.
people, excited that their turmoil is near an end, fill deceiving character who is skeptical of Oz's out and perhaps Mila Kunis when she turhed evil.
greatness and ability to save their people. She tells
Mila Kunis plays the quite attractive, good witch the streets to celebrate.
There was a humorous spin to it, and a moral,
Theodora, who first finds Oz in the woods and
After befriending Oz and sharing a dance, Oz about the wicked witch that poisoned her and
story
about believing in yourself. It is not what it
tells him of the prophecy she assumes he has come Theodora quickly clings to Oz as a somewhat Theodora's father. Instruction is given to Oz, and
was
anticipated
it to be, which might be due to the
to fulfill. The prophecy said that a wondrous and burdensome witch and declares that Oz and she he leaves soon after to begin the journey to defeat
tacky humor, weird portrayals of evil witches and
this
wicked
witch.
powerful wizard was going to come to kill the belong together. They journey to the Emerald City
Along the way to the Dark Forest, they meet China mediocre story line.
Wicked Witch and save the good people of Oz. As and along the way meet Finley, a monkey with
Oz is a slightly egotistical and power-quenching wings and an exceptional sense of humor. Theodora Girl. Her entire neighborhood and family, all made
RATING: 3/5
magician who yearns for a greater purpose in life, tells him that Oz is there to fulfill the prophecy and out of China,-was destroyed recently by ¿he Wicked
he could hardly dare to tell the beautiful Theodora Finley practically throws himself at Oz and offers a Witch's gruesome brigade of flying ravenous apes.
China Girl is a sassy character that joins the crew on
that he is not a real wizard with superior magical lifetime of service.
powers, so instead he decides to play the role. The
At the Emerald City, Theodora's eclectically the hunt for the Wicked Witch.
When they arrive at the Dark Forest, the group
people all over the country are alerted that Oz is dressed sister Evanora, played by Rachel Weisz,
plots
to steal the Wicked Witch's wand to kill her.
there to fulfill the prophecy, and the waves of greets them. Evanora is an authoritative and
KATIE HOLLOWAY
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A Bunch of Chilling Rides, a Journey, One Manhunt and a lot of Fake Tans
JESSICA GODART

A&E Editor
"ZERO DARK THIRTY"

The decade-long hunt for America's most wanted terrorist: Osama bin Laden. After the September 11
attacks in 2001, Maya, a CIA operative, is confident that she knows where the terrorist is hiding. The film
follows her and her team of Navy Seals across hazardous and dangerous territory as they spend the best
of 10 years searching for bin Laden. 'Academy Award Winner* (Jessica Chastain, Joel Edgerton, Chris
Pratt, Jason Clarke)

"The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey"
The prequel to "Lord of the Rings" follows the quest of Bilbo Baggins as he attempts to regain the
dwarf kingdom of Erebor from the dragon Smaug. Along the way, he joins 13 dwarves led by Thorin
Oakenshield and their combining teams face treacherous beings along the way. When they run into the
creature Gollum, Bilbo gets a hold of the precious ring - and in doing so the fate of the entire world begins
to change. 'Academy Award Nominee* (Martin Freeman, Ian McKellen, Richard Armitage, Ken Scott,
Graham McTavish)
"GHOST HUNTERS: SEASON 8, PART 1 "

Coming back from their hit eighth season, the TAPS team is back with some of their most chilling cases.
"JERSEY SHORE: SEASON SIX"
The crew has returned for the sixth and final season of partying, DTF and the smush room. Relationships Dead sisters returning from the graves to run a business, a property owner haunting the mansion where
are blossoming throughout the house while others take it to the next level. Jenni and Roger have become he killed his slaves, a bed and breakfast run by angered spirits and even a creepy haunted amusement
their own version of a power couple, Sammi and Ronnie have actually gotten to a point where they don't park. The deeper they go, the scarier the episodes get Part 1 includes episodes: "Roller Ghoster", "Buyer
fight every day, Deena found a guy she's happy with, Mike: The Situation got a girlfriend.. .then lost her, Beware", "Floode^gpuls", "Dead and Breakfast", "Moonshineand Madness", ''Oty HeU", "Frighternity",
Vinny and Pauly work their magic and Snooki needs her own space with just a few months left in her "Ghost of a Marine", "Family of Spirits", "Haunted by Heroes", "Princess and the EVP' and "Please Sign
the Ghost Book" (Jason Hawes, Grant Wilson)
pregnancy. Drama is never missing from the Shore House, though.
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Mapcom Systems
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Richmond, Virginia
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About the Employer:

SOLUTIONS

Mapcom Systems is a software development and services company
focused on delivering tailored solutions for communications
service providers. Established since 1971, Mapcom has worked with
independents, cooperatives, fiber communities and campus
telecommunications providers of all sizes across the United States,
Canada, Central America and the Caribbean.
Mapcom Systems is best known for its development ofM4 Solutions a visual operations platform that allows communications service
providers to manage wireless, fiber, coax and copper networks,
including both outside and inside plant at the physical atul logical
levels. M4's open-system approach enables users to integrate and
correlate data from existing billing, accounting, GPS tracking,
element management and network monitoring applications in a
powerful visual interface to all network elements.

Employer:

Mapcom Systems

Contributor
Thumping and grinding
her charismatic rhythm draws you in.

Location:
Richmond, Virginia

Intricate beats blend into melody
as her staccatos cut through you like an icy wind.
Bass tickling your skin, like countless
ants dancing over you, staying in time.

Website:
www.mapa >m.cc >m

How can you get involved?
Mapcom recently attended the Longwood Spring Job and Internship
Fair on February 10h. They are currently filling both full-time and
internship positions, andaré recruiting Longwood students and
graduates.

She pulses and writhes,
pulling you deeper as the energy climbs.
An explosion of notes roars as,
she climaxes in a sea of A's, D's, and G minors.
Glassy eyed she looks at you, still wanting,
she drags you past winos and beggars.

TTui W«y to your Fuhrrt

Ç

Want more information?

You may also contact the Academic and Career Advising Center in
Lancaster Hall, G08. Phone 434-395-2063. Email
career®,lonpwood. edu.

Backbeat
IAN SIMPKINS

In addition to the full line of M4 software, Mapcom provides
customer-focused implementation, training, and consulting - all based
on best practices developed in working with telecommunications
clients for over 40 years.

Explore the Mapcom website at http./Avww. mapcom. com/. See
CareerConnect at http://www. longwood. edu/career/26863. htm for
specific position postings and contact information.
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Down a flight of moldy stairs
where the lights are low,
A room full of smoke and average Joes.
No one's ready, only I know,
that she's about to start slow
building, thumping, grinding she goes.
Jazz, is about to steal the show.

Fee Fye Foe Fum... A Giant Adventure Has Come |That Used to
Be on TV?

JESSICA GUNTHER

Contributor

JESSICA GODART

Based on the beloved Grimm classic
director Bryan Singer ("X-Men")
brings a whole new story to the big
screen in "Jack die Giant Slayer". Set
in ancient fairytale times, we find Jack
(Nicholas Hoult), a poor farm boy,
and Isabelle (Eleanor Tomlinson), the
princess of the land, who are both
searching for an adventure like the
ones read to them as children.
Princess Isabelle and Jack cross
paths when he travels into the market
to sell his horse and cart. Isabelle,
disguised under a cloak, is attacked
by a few men and Jack tries to protect
her honor, believing she is an ordinary
girl. Elmont (Ewan McGregor), leader
of the king's guard, rides onto the
scene to help Isabelle, revealingher
identity to Jack
Of course, our tale would not be
complete without an evil mastermind.
Roderick (Stanley Tucci), who the
king has ordered his daughter to
marry, has his own plan to assume
the throne, starting with some magic
beans. These beans are stolen from
him, and before Jack returns to his
farm, a monk asks him for his horse,
but this monk does not have any
money. Jack receives some beans as
payment, and is ordered to keep them
safe and not get them wet.
Angry at her father for making her
marry Roderick, Isabelle runs away
into a rainstorm before stumbling
upon Jade's cabin. While taking shelter
in this cabin, which happens to have
a leaking roof, one of the beans gets
wet, causing a giant beanstalk to take
the cabin, along with Isabelle inside,

A&E Editor

O n Wednesday, March 13,
Warner Brothers announced
their
approval
for Rob
Thomas' fundraising project
for a new movie based on the
three season-show, "Veronica
Mars", that concluded in
2007. The fundraiser began
Wednesday morning with the
announcement that its goal
was to raise $2 million in 30
A&E
days, or else the movie wasn't C O L U M N
going to happen. 12 hours later,
producer and creator of the show, Thomas, and
star of the show, Kristen Bell, proudly said that
they had raised even more than their goal, and
the movie was set to premiere by 2014.
Photo Courtesy: moviedeskback.com
Well, considering this show is still one of
Jack (Nicholas Hoult) haroclally climbs ths beanstalk to rescue the rebellious princess, Isabelle (Eleanor Tomlinson).
my favorites, even after it got cancelled, I was
thrilled to hear about the making of the movie.
tale
the
audience
is
familiar
with
and
task
of
returning
Isabelle
to
her
father
First thing that came to mind: They better not
up to the land of the giants. The king
twists
it
into
a
more
complex
action
while
he
deals
with
Roderick,
but
the
switch up the cast of the show. One thing that
comes looking for his daughter only
story.
I
give
this
movie
four-and-ajourney
is
more
easily
said
than
done.
drives me up the wall is when you have gotten
to find out she has been taken up into
half
out
of
five
stars.
"Jack"
brings
to
After
rescuing
the
princess,
Jack
so comfortable with certain characters and then
the sky. Elmont is ordered to assemble
his best men, and Jack volunteers to and Isabelle return from the land of the screen everything a great fantasy the actors of those characters change and you
go with them. Just like every good the giants, and the beanstalk is left movie should: action, adventure and have to question even for a minute - who is that?
fairytale, the mission is to rescue the open for destruction. When Isabelle romance. From mutant, to zombie, to
So, I started looking up some other shows that
princess. With Elmont and Roderick, and her father ride off with their fairy tale character, Nicholas Hoult had become movies in the past years, and wow;
guard, they leave Jack behind as they continues to make a name for himself
Jack journeys up the beanstalk.
I did not realize how many there really were and
and bring his A-game. Prepare for an how many of them I had actually seen.
head
toward
their
castle,
believing
At the top, they discover a land of
amazing ride.
The first show I saw: "21 Jump St." Of course,
giants who hunger for revenge on everyone is safe. Before they left the
I love that movie. It was pretty funny, and come
the humans that made this land their land of the giants, the beans were
RATING: 4 / 5
on, it had Charming Tatum; enough of a reason
prison, but they are not the only ones left behind, and now the giants have
right there to go see it. But, I didn't realize it
with a plan. Roderick's motives are a way of returning to the kingdom.
was a show that lasted four seasons in the late
revealed to Elmont, Jack and Isabelle. Only Jack can give them a warning of
80s and early 90s, and starred Johnny Depp and
He plans to control the giants and the giants' return and the epic battle
Peter DeLuise (which explains their appearances
take the kingdom from Isabelle's ahead of them.
This movie takes the simple fairy
at the end of the movie).
father. Elmont charges Jack with the
I have to admit, I think they did a good job
incorporating the show into the movie while
still giving it its own unique story. And it still
included the same characters from original
show in some way, which is the most important
thing a movie can do.
The saxophonists in the ensemble the bass. Kjorness teaches classes at and Sam Andrews.
Next, probably one of the most popular TV
NIKKI CHAPPELLE
The song "Three and One" by Thad to movie transformations, "Sex and the City" (1
included: Aaron Brown, Matt Longwood, such as History of Rock
Staff Writer
Schlagel, Henry Kocevar, Micheal and Music in the World, and he is Jones was played by Ensemble A. and 2). This one did an excellent job of taking
"Three and One" is a song that is the original actors and placing them in their
On Thursday, March 14, Longwood Norwood, Stephanie Baker and into popular music styles in the often called "organized chaos."
Caribbean.
exact same positions. Four years after the last
University's Jazz Ensemble held a Keith Baldwin.
Ensemble A played a jitterbug song episode of the show aired, the movie came out
The smooth saxophonists in
winter concert in Janhah Auditorium. The rhythm section, which consisted
included: David by Duke Ellington. The director of during the summer of 2008, and made a killing
Ensembles A and B performed, of various instruments such as the Ensemble A
Lawson,
Aaron
Brown,
Jay Coward, Jazz Ensemble A, Charles Kinzer, at box offices the first weekend with over $152
producing melodious tunes that piano, guitar, bass and drums ,
associate professor of music and million in total.
radiated throughout the theatre. By included: Eric Engel, Sean Flynn, Miguel Gavilan and John Sibley.
The rhythm section included chair of the department, said, "I hope
Every original character was kept for the
the time the concert started at 7:30 Blake Cox and Charles Smith.
The trombone section consisted of Ashley McGee, Jeff Everhart, Tom it makes your feet tap, and if you movies, even the second one, and I'm sure the
p.m., Jarman was filled with people
know the dance, do it."
Kathleen Shetley, and the trumpet Mountcasel and Ross Kuehl.
die-hard fans were more than thrilled to see
of all ages.
Then the concert was wrapped up that. Not having watched the show itself, I was
Throughout the concert when a
Director Andrew Brock, instructor section consisted of Kendall Kress,
musician was featured, they would with a last song called "Return of the pleased with the movies, even though they were
of music, led Jazz Ensemble B through Abner Krouse and Craig Guthrie.
Jazz Ensemble A came on and stand up. After they finished their Diver" by Matt Harris, which was a not the best I've ever seen and are definitely chick
their playlist, which consisted of
smooth jazz blues song.
flicks, this is still a good example of a decently
songs like "Doxy" by Sonny Rollins, played several different head- solo, an array of applause came from
It
was
announced
at
the
end
that
on
the
audience.
swaying
songs.
They
performed
made Hollywood rendition of a television show.
"Oye Como Va" by Tito Puente, and
April
16,
Jazz
Ensembles
A
and
B
are
The
vibrant
playing
trombone
songs
such
as
"You're
Still
a
Young
And I'm sure no one can forget the wonderful
"Buffalo Head" by Bruce Pearson.
Hannah Montana: The Movie" that aired
There were various instruments that Man" by E. Castillo and "Angel section included: Gregory Robey, performing for the Spring Concert
gave off ear-pleasing tunes in this Eyes" by Earl Brent & Matt Dennis, Kristen Myers, Melodi Conner and alongside the Wind Symphony. The during the actress /singer's prime back in 2009,
Chuck Wongus. The rich sounding Spring Concert will also be in Jarman when her show, "Hannah Montana", was in the
ensemble, including saxophones, a which were smooth ballads.
middle of its second out of five seasons. The
Ensemble A had guest performer trumpet section included: Buster Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
trombone, trumpets and a rhythm
movie barely made a dent with ratings, but
Professor Chris Kjorness who played Brown, lyier Gage, Melissa Michel
section.
unfortunately it still makes the list of movies
that did well adapting their original shows
(emphasis on unfortunately). I won't take long
for this one, but it kept the same characters, did
well picking up where the show was at the time,
and had a pretty attractive guy in it that no one
the love of my life, baby, you are ever saw make an appearance on the show JONEL ANDREW
the inspiration for this song." Each curiously.
Contributor
song sets a sensual mood of a deep
I'll just touch on one more adaptation that
romance and true bliss found in a was actually pretty big for my generation (those
After nearly seven years, Justin
soulmate.
"Kim Possible" and "Phil of the Future" kids):
Timberlake has decided to grace
We're reminded that the boy- "The Lizzie McGuire Movie" still sits in my
us with his falsetto tones once
band days are a thing of the movie pile at home, and, for some reason, that
again. His new album, "The 20/20
past with his song "Strawberry movie will never get old. I can't account for its
Experience," has been released with
Bubblegum,"where Timberlake uses ratings, or how much it made opening weekend
10 very elongated tracks. Included
the pop title to contrast the maturity because it really isn't even enough to mention.
on the album is his song "Suit and
of the love song. Timberlake seems
However, it was a movie for those who had
He," which I'm sure anyone with
to have made this album, not for the watched the show, and I know many a girl my
functioning ears is familiar with by
number ones, but rather to express age now, who did. Just the other week, my
now.
all the love he can manage into his friends and I wanted to turn it on because it
Despite "Suit and He" already
eight-minute ballads. He's giving a was that type of movie that just ended a show
being a lengthy five-and-a-half
better reputation to the genre of pop so well. The episodes had long been over on
minutes long, if s the second shortest
music whether it is his intention to or Disney Channel and the movie wrapped it up
song on the album following his fournot.
pretty nicely - if not epically cheesy.
minute track "That Girl." The rest of
I f s been revealed that Justin
Now, of course there are plenty more I could
the album consists of seven to eightTimberlake still has more on the talk about, like "Bewitched" or "The Simpsons"
minute songs, yet each beat flows
way with a companion record to or even as far as "The Even Stevens Movie," but
into the next with a relaxed cadence
"The 20/20 Experience" possibly all I can say is that with my "Veronica Mars"
that will keep you from skipping
being released in November of this movie in the making, I can only hope that
through the songs out of boredom.
year, but so far there is no definite Thomas and Bell do just as good of a job with
Throughout many of his tracks,
E
N
C
confirmed date for release. 10 tracks it as they did with the show. And if they re-cast
Timberlake invokes fresh beats using
Photo Courtesy: amazon.com n o w and 10 tracks later would make Kristen Bell for the leading role of Veronica, they
drums and brass instrumentals,
Tlmbertake's new album shows his focus on the music, not just being a hit. 20 ... hence the 20/20. It all makes will be disappointing not only every fan out
graciously lacking the synthetic
sense now, right? We're sure part two there, but me especially.
pop style thafs almost becoming
customary of every artist in this stations are too scared to play a song sets it apart from those artists that sing will be just as heart melting and just
of heartache. Timberlake uniquely as long.
genre. His style for the album shows that lasts double the usual time.
that he has no worries of being a chart
In "Pusher Love Girl," Timberlake chooses to express his contentedness
RATING: 3.8/5
topper, he's already relevant enough, sings, "pusher love, you're my drug, and absolute adoration for his wife
but rather that he cares about the roll me up, 'cause all I want is you," and their happy marriage. His songs
quality of the music he's creating.
reviving the classic drug addiction "That Girl" and "Mirrors" blatantly
The potential for true hits lies in metaphor we've heard so many times display his love for his wife, Jessica
•" This editorial is an opinion stated by the wiiter and
his songs "Don't Hold The Wall," before, yet still managing to make it Biel, with the lyrics, "I'm in love with
that girl and she already told me that
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or longwood
"Spaceship Coupe" and "Pusher sound fresh, new and sexy.
University.
The emotion found in the album also she's in love with me" and "you are
Love Girl." However, most radio
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Eating the Weight of the World: The Overconsumption Issue
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor
For decades, news of floating plastic islands in the
Pacific, of overloaded landfills and of the world's
dwindling freshwater and arable land has been
reported. They have served since the '70s, with the
help of your friendly neighborhood ecologists, to
forecast the impending doom of the planet. Yet the
last 40 years have not been for naught. We saved
San Francisco Bay from clogging down to a puny
brown river; we replanted our forests and cast
more recycling bins.
But the core problem of the last two centuries,
the problem that put smog over every major city
and reached into the Amazon with a buzz saw arm,
still persists. We over consume as a species, and not
only that: we consume unevenly. The eternal string
of statistics paints a picture: that of some inevitably
poor third-worlder, an Ethiopian, a Bangladeshi,
a Vietnamese woman with a reused plastic water
gallon jug and a rich first-worlder, an American, an
English, an Australian woman with water filtration.
You can look at it in other ways too. More cars built
within the last 10 years are liable to show up in Los
Angeles than Dakar or-Havana.
It may be said that the issues of blanket
overconsumption and the specific tendencies
of certain places to eat up more resources are
separate. However, the fact that certain areas
Photo By: conHnons.wikimedia.jpg
consume more than others is at the heart of blanket
overconsumption. Just as it took only one Krakatau Overconsumption has exploded over the last two centuries and can be seen all around the world, not Just In the U.S.
to drop world temperatures, it only takes a few
Shanghais and New Yorks to claim vast swaths countries. When we criticize China for being the its own industries and has done a bang-up job in
of farmland, lumber and ore. In fact, the idea that world's up and coming premier polluter, we set getting there.
The expense, as we all have come to know, is
so few super wealthy locations are competing for a double standard in two principle ways. First,
an
environmentally ruined countryside and little
most of the resources doesn't limit the issue but in a historical sense, we criticize them for being
towns
made out of toxic electronic waste. But, hey,
expands it. Less people are making decisions about what was, up until the last 20 years, the only
if
s
what
we all did once upon a time. Second, in
what should go where and, finding that there is way any nation could be successful. In recent
a
very
present
sense, we criticize them for growth
little resistance to what they can demand, they use memory, everyone was required to an industrial
and
do
so
only
because we like growing too. At
significantly more resources than others.
powerhouse or to become the victim of one. China,
the
heart
of
it,
western
nations enjoy cornering the
Overconsumption is entrenched in the idea of big having been the stoolie of many western nations,
market
on
greed.
Under
religious and secular veils,
cities and, by extension, in the idea of successful and then Russia, decided that it should build up

we have gotten very good at taking someone else's
silicon and defecating a computer o t as the case
once was, someone else's iron for a shiny new navy
with bigger guns.
To complicate the problem even more, powerful
countries and the big cities within them are not
only exploiters of resources but also exploiters
of industry. As long as there is a clear hierarchy
between producer and exploiter overconsumption
stays a reality. Like many things in life, it can be
compared to Jenga. Sure, there are some moveable,
replaceable parts, but there are still multiple,
integral parts.
So, the question arises: "How do we lose the
game with our tower of overconsumption?"
We limit the options by which people can over
consume. We take products off the market for being
harmful or for where they come from ox how they
are made. However; an abundance of reasonably
inoffensive merchandise still creates an abundance
of reasonably offensive waste. Equalizing income
brackets is important here and already part of our
modern grievances. We probably wouldn't have as
much over consumption if the buying power of a
populace were limited. Spreading out high-income
areas geographically could also stem come of the
buying power of areas. The essential problem is not
that there are too many rich people but that there
are too many rich people attracting industries to
produce and be bought from on multiple levels.
The result is a large amount of refuse that finds
its way back into the environment. On a global
level, we could also do well to break down the
hierarchy of nations that produce or provide
resources and those that use them. This means for
one that we make accords to equalize the buying
power of nations, not by limiting the buying power
of rich nations but by eliminating any legal hurdles
that keep poor nations subordinate. Working with
poorer nations thereafter to help them build their
economies as partners more so than competitors
could assist the disparity. Pushing ourselves closer
and closer to the cliff, we need to examine every

When the Going Gets Tough, Will You Remain at Longwood?
COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor
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+ 1 day of warm weather
+ New DVDs in the
library
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+ New bands
1- 51 days
Graduation
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Enforcement plays an important
part in our legal system and in most of
our society's working organizations.
Really, what would a rule be if it
weren't attached to a penalty? Police
officers stop speeders, students get
academic probation for low grades;
tenants are evicted if unable to pay. All
makes sense.
However, it is often my experience
that enforcers lose track of why they do
what they do. The purpose is simple:
provide reasons not to do something.
However, in action, within our society,
which has always been crazy about
status, die act of enforcing comes with
a dash of ego. Call it motivation. I
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call it lack of focus. When the writ of
the law becomes less important than
someone's proficiency at supporting
it, i f s the beginning of a very bad
story.
In many ways, our preoccupation
with authority over purpose of
authority is whafs currently wrong
with us. In politics, we relish the idea
of inflicting degradation, but if given
the chance to create options, we fall
short and find ourselves the target
of more eager accusers. In business,
we care more about passing off
accountability than fixing systemic
issues. We especially like to bark at
each other. Because, of course, this is
what one has to do when someone gets
"caught" Even in our families, it is a
slowly learned rule that sparing the
rod is not always a sure
way to spoil the child.
Being able to tell
others what to do, or to be
in a leadership position (a
term that I think has been
presently over used) is
not a position of guidance
in which a bigger picture
is often required. The
idea of a brutish bully
who conceives of nothing
but control is not only
outmoded but has no
chance of being useful
again. If a system is meant
to work in any way but
that of exploitation, then
it should deal with the
meanings and logical
limits of authority.
An organization is the
sum of its members
at, as the case often
is, its employees. The
â
betterment of the entire
group should be taken
into
account
before
developing methods of
penalizing members.
This can be done
democratically or by use
of data obtained from
fiie group. Measures
taken with little idea
as to how file group
operates, their idea of
what is appropriate and
your own expectations is
bound to fail in a number
of ways.
Productivity
may
fall due to lack of
motivation
without
clear
expectations.
The organization may
become depopulated due
to overuse of removal

or increasing disinterest due to
disliked tactics. Infractions may even
increase if a penalty has only limited
effectiveness. Plus four hours with a
particularly bad task can start to go
bland quickly.
Often it works not to break doWn
but to re-enforce your fellow members
or your employees. They are people
capable of making positive influences
on fite group and are separate from
their actions that need to be addressed.
Just as the person committing the
infraction is separate from their
action, fite enforcer is separate from
their actions. This isn't about ability,
ego or personal feelings. This is about
the judgment of whether or not the
organization is negatively effected.
It is also paramount that enforcers,
or other people at the lead, understand
that their position is not to guide every
step of fiie organization's progress.
Their position is to augment and repair
when there is a clear and present issue.
The understanding that someone is of
a certain status serves a purpose, but
the constant exercise of that power is
less useful.
Some would argue that the need for
overt demonstrations of authority is
needed with individuals who do not
respect rules in and of themselves.
However; punishment is no clear
path to reform as has been frequently
demonstrated by repeat incarceration.
Every individual requires a different
approach and use of force or threat
may appear to some as a challenge
and others a momentary hazard.
A certain degree of knowledge of
the person should go hand in hand
with standard procedures. The idea
of treating everyone as if they would
commit fiie same infractions or would
respond to penalties in the same way
is clumsy.
Evaluating how we deal with our
peers and ourselves is important
whether we are the enfortxr or
someone else is. The context of human
interaction is not straightforward,,
and it often deals with an incredible
amount of variables.
This is not asking you to wax touchyfeely, but if a mistake is capable of
being prevented, it should be. Often
these can be preventative measures
cm the end of the person enforcing the
rule. Sometimes, it has to be on the
side of the group toward fiie enforcer
so that they understand the bounds of
their power.

Graduate School Debate: Should You or Shouldn't You?
COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor
Graduate school is not a subject to take lightly
and shouldn't be a rash decision. I've been looking
into graduate school since my freshman year as an
undergraduate. I've changed my mind almost as
much as I've kept it consistent. The problems with
graduate school are large, but there are also a wide
range of good reasons to obtain a graduate degree.
As most of you know, graduate school programs
typically last 2-3 years for a master's degree, and
even longer if you're going into medicine, law or
a Ph.D. program. The cost of going into a graduate
program will follow you for years to come - on
top of what you may or may not owe for your
undergraduate degree.
Cost of graduate schools is a con in some peoples'
minds. This is how it is for me. If s a double-edged
swoid: you need to pay to get a degree to further
your career, but you don't want to pay that much
in case the job market plummets the year you
graduate and you can't find a job to pay back the
loans that are pretty much a guarantee. That is,
and will continue to be, my number one reason for
hesitation.
Having a graduate degree is worth more than
the paper it's written on. You can take your level

of higher education farther than you probably
realize with one. Say you're competing for a job
with someone who doesn't have as high a degree
as you. You'll probably get the job because of the
time you spent obtaining a degree that isn't always
necessary. It shows dedication to the field you're
going into. Employers like dedication; actually,
they love it.
If you have a higher degree, you don't have to
just stick to the minimum qualifications for jobs
because you have something that is potentially
worth more to them. However, hearing the words
"you're overqualified for this position" would be
devastating to anyone who has just spent years and
thousands of dollars to get a higher degree.
Having a graduate degree does not guarantee
you'll get your dream job in your dream city.
Graduate school opens up more possibilities
for students. You can change your career path
completely as you apply to graduate programs.
You don't have to stick to the same path forever,
and most schools want you to experiment with
other fields because it will make you a more wellrounded individual. To say you obtained a degree
from a certain school - especially if you make it to
the top level of a company or in your chosen field will get recognition too. Thafs an important thing
to keep in mind.

Higher education becomes more and more
competitive the higher you want to take your
degree. Undergraduate programs are competitive
and master's programs are even more so. Not to
mention how competitive Ph.D. programs are.
If s stressful to think about the rejections that are
bound to happen.
It may seem like a waste to pay 50-100 dollars per
application fee just to receive a "denied" email in
a few months. If s worth the risk in so many ways,
but if the stress and monetary problems inhibit you,
don't worry about it. There are plenty of options
out there for people who don't have the money, the
time or the patience to go back to school.
I understand that the graduate school debate will
continue for years. Each time a student graduates
from a university, they will wonder if they
should or shouldn't have gone to graduate school
immediately after undergrad, especially when it
comes time to pay back those dreaded loans.
I'm not looking forward to spending the next 20
years in that much debt when if s unsure if I'll even
be able to find a job after getting these degrees that
I'm currently applying for.
The waiting game is horrendous and will eat at
you until you cannot stand it anymore. If you have
the money to apply to graduate programs, why
not? The worst they can say is "no," and you'll be

out a little bit of money. I understand that this is not
a light subject, but it is an important one. Graduate
school will affect you forever after you attend, or
even if you don't attend and wind up regretting it.
If you cannot go to graduate school right out of the
gate, there's always time to go back to school. You
don't have to do it right after your undergraduate
graduation in May. Take your time. A Longwood
professor once told me that you should get a really
crappy job at Walmart or an equivalent, pay back
your undergraduate loans, save as much money as
possible and then go to graduate school.
There's always time to decide to go. You can go
back in a year, or two or five if you really want or
come to need the degree. Some employers even
pay for their employees to go back to school to get
a higher degree or certificate of some sort. Maybe
thafs the option you need.
Make a list of pros and cons for graduate school
and go from there. Don't make the decision alone,
either. Ask your significant other or your parent
what they think. Everyone needs a support system
of sorts when they make a life-changing decision.

Override to Aggravate: When is Authority Unnecessary?
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor
Enforcement plays an important part
in our legal system and in most of our
society's working organizations. Really,
what would a rule be if it weren't
attached to a penalty? Police officers
stop speeders, students get academic
probation for low grades; tenants are
evicted if unable to pay. It all makes
sense.
However, it is often my experience
that enforcers lose track of why they do
what they do. The purpose is simple:
provide reasons not to do something.
However, within our society, which has
always been crazy about status, the act
of enforcing comes with a dash of ego.
Call it motivation. I call it lack of focus.
When the writ of the law becomes less
important than someone's proficiency
at supporting it, it's the beginning of a
very bad story.
In many ways, our preoccupation with
authority over purpose of authority
is whaf s currently wrong with us. In
politics, we relish the idea of inflicting
degradation, but if given the chance
to create options, we fall short and
find ourselves the target of more eager
accusers. In business, we care more
about passing off accountability than
fixing systemic issues. We especially
like to bark at each other. Of course, this
is what one has to do when someone
gets "caught." Even in our families, it
is a slowly learned rule that sparing the
rod is not always a sure way to spoil the
child.
Being able to tell others what to
do, or to be in a leadership position
(acurrently overused term) is not a
position of guidance in which a bigger

picture is often required. The idea of a
brutish bully who conceives of nothing
but control is not only outmoded, but
has no chance of being useful again. If a
system is meant to work in any way but
that of exploitation, then it should deal
with the meanings and logical limits of
authority.
An organization is the sum of its
members or, as the case often is, its
employees. The betterment of the
entire group should be taken into
account before developing methods of
penalizing members. This can be done
democratically or by use of data obtained
from the group. Measures taken with
little idea as to how the group operates,
their idea of what is appropriate and
your own expectations is bound to fail
in a number of ways.
Productivity may fall due to lack of
motivation without dear expectations..
The
organization
may
become
depopulated due to overuse of removal
or increasing disinterest due to disliked
tactics. Infractions may even increase if
a penalty has only limited effectiveness.
Plus four hours with a particularly bad
task can start to go bland quickly.
Often it works not to break down
but to re-enforce your fellow members
or your employees. They are people
capable of making positive influences
on the group and are separate from their
actions that need to be addressed. Just as
the person committing the infraction is
separate from their action, the enforcer
is separate from their actions. This isn't'
about ability, ego or personal feelings.
This is about the judgment of whether
or not the organization is negatively
effected.
It is also paramount that enforcers,
or other people at the lead, understand
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The betterment of the entire group should be taken into account before developing methods of punishing its members.
that their position is not to guide every
step of the organization's progress.
Their position is to augment and repair
when there is a clear and present issue.
The understanding that someone is of a
certain status serves a purpose, but the
constant exercise of that power is less
useful.
Some would argue that the need for
overt demonstrations of authority is
needed with individuals who do not
respect rules in and of themselves.
However, punishment is no clear
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Joe Baker

What p a t h d i d you take to get where you are now?
I started creating little websites my senior year of high school lis part ofa club call
Technology Student Association, and continued on while in college. In the Fall of20081joined
the Iota Lambda Chapter ofTheta Chi at Longwood and soon after being initiated assisted In
the Implementation of the chapters website (Longwoodthetachl.com). This has helped the
chapter In winning several national Chapter Excellence Awards from Theta Chi
Shortly after. I was approached to create a websitefor the Big Event. I learned a lot
about content management and how to seamlessly get data from users straight Into databases to
create a great data system. I also did two internships - one as Assistant Network Administrator
for Harrisonburg City Public Schools and one with RCL at Longwood. As an Intern at HCPS I
helped with the Implementation of a new wireless system in all the schools, as well as the
creation of a new website. At RCL I created a user manual for the housing software utilised at
longwood called Residential Management System
Soon after, I graduatedfrom Longwood and became the Technology Coordinatorfor
RCL at Longwood While maintaining RMS for housing signups, 1 was able to use my
experience In content management and graphic design to enhance the RCL website that had
recently
ted to the content manag
syst— RedDot I spent two years In this
position, and was able to learn much more about dynamic systems and content management. 1
was also able to enhance my graphic design skills by assisting with events and organizations
under the pseudonym of "Ramabyte Designs - (Ramabyte.com) after a friend and colleague
Mark Anthony Bruntfield suggested I utilize my skills to create posters, logos, and t-shlrts.
Did you use the Academic & Career Advising Center while at L o n g w o o d ?
/ utilized theACAC while an undergrad to exploreJobs and Internships, but more
Importantly I utilized them as an alum. With their help, I was able to re-write a lot of my content
and resume to attract employers I found an example of a resumefor the type of positions I was
looUngfor, but that can only get you so far. After a 15 minute consolation the resume was reorganized into something I could be proud to walk Into an hirri vie» with I can honestly say If I
hadn't contacted theACAC I wouldn 7 be silting In this amazing position that 1 have today.
W h a t advice c a n you give s t u d e n t s o n how to b e c o m e a successful
individual?
Get practL aIrkills and experience A lot of my classes helped In the theory of
Imple HI nation and design, but it wasn't until ¡worked with a few clients that I learned how to
apply those principles. Having a portfolio with work that is made outside ofa classroom really
makes employ a i take a second look iff j rn
as well as gives you t ontacts to reach out
ttlmm.

peers and ourselves is important
whether we are the enforcer or not.
The context of human interaction is not
straightforward, and often deals with
an incredible amount of variables. This
is not asking you to wax touchy-feely,
but if a mistake is capable of being
prevented, it should be. Often these
can be preventative measures on the
end of die person enforcing the rule.
Sometimes, it has to be on the side of the
group toward the enforcer so that they
understand the bounds of their power.

SvotCiaht

Where and whan did you complete your Internehlp?
At the National D-Day Memorial in Bedford, VA during the summer of 2012.

Longwood Class of 2010
P l e u c provide a little b a c k g r o u n d information a b o u t your c o m p a n y and
what your poaition entail*.
The Sum Board of Elections (SBE) was created In 1946 as a bipartisan agency
responsible for ensuring uniformity, fairness, accuracy andpurity In all elections In the
Comnionwealth of Virginia. The agency promotes the proper administration of election laws,
campaignfinancedisclosure compliance, and voter registration processes in Virginia by
promulgating rules, regulations, issuing instructions, andprovldlng Information to local
electoral boards and general registrars. In addition, the agency maintains a centralized
database of state-wide voter registration and election related data.
My position of Web Developer has several different responsibilities,firstand foremost
being the re design of the SBE (State Board ofElections) website I startedfromscratch and
utilized my skills In graphit design and web content management to creative a clean dynamic
site that stood out from other VA government websites. My other duties include assisting with
the design and look of the programs written to further enhance SBE Including campaign finance
(COMET), poll book search (DAGS), and an online election material ordering systemfor
general registrars (ELMO) and helping with the design of Voter Registration Car*.

path to reform, as has been frequently
demonstrated by repeat incarceration.
Every individual requires a different
approach arid use of force or threat may
appear to some as a challenge and others
a momentary hazard. A certain degree
of knowledge of the person should go
hand-in-hand with standard procedures.
The idea of treating everyone as if they
would commit the same infractions or
would respond to penalties in the same
way is clumsy.
Evaluating how we deal with our

Why do you think you war« hired?
Because the classes that 1 have taken in the Public History field gave me
skills in public speaking and day-to-day museum work. I was prepared to try doing
the real thing.
What reeourcee did you uee to And your internship?
The.internet! I looked up places in my area and researched to see if interns
were needed.

Alum:

Joe B a k e r
Major:

Business
Administration CIMS
L o n g w o o d Class of
2010
Current Employer:

Virginia State B o a r d
of E l e c t i o n ^
Position:

What dutlea and reaponalbllltles war« you given?
I mostly worked with the collections and archives, doing inventory and
making sure everything was tagged correctly and photographed for digltalization
purposes. I also worked on helping to create activities for programs such as day camp
and family weekend and helped at events such as the anniversary of D-Day and
Memorial Day.
What waa moat unique about your experience/placement?
Meeting all the veterans from different wars who came to the memorial. I was
even able to try my hand at oral history with veterans from WWII.
What waa the moat valuable lesson you will take away from your
experience?
That, yes....it's hard work trying to maintain so many things; but it is all
worth it in the end. If we do not remember the past by interviewing those who were
there or teaching the younger generations what happened, important parts of history
will be lost.
How has this experience shaped your career direction/path?
This experience told me that I am majoring in the right thing! 1 am ready and
prepared and because of this internship, I now know that I handle it.

Kaitlin Shiflett
Major

History
Internship Employer.

National D-Day
Memorial

What advice do you have for underclassmen seeking Internehip
opportunities?
Don't give upl Thereare plenty ofresources out there on and offcampus that
want to help you find your dream internship.

Web Developer
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Gillian Steps Down After 10 Years as Head Coach
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

,

Our situation's one in which we don't have unlimited resources, we're not in a major metropolitan area, we're not a nationally well-known Division I school, so i f d be one thing to say, 'Thaf s
a tough situation, and you're never going to win
there,' but I want somebody to see that as an opportunity and understand, as I do, the positives

about Longwood and why we should have a consistently successful program."
Gillian's best season was in 2008-09, when Dana
Smith and Ryan Bogan led the team to a 17-14 record. The worst was in 2004-05, when the Lancers went 1-30 in the second year of the Division I
transition.
Gillian became the longest-tenured coach in
program 37-year history this season, breaking a

three-way tie with Cal Luther (1981-90) and Ron
Carr (1990-99). He was hired on May 2, 2003 to
replace current Georgia Southwestern State Head
Coach Mike Leeder, who coached at Longwood
from 1999-2003.
Gillian declined to comment on this article.

Meet Our Mascot: Elwood Raises Lancer Spirit
TRAVIS LYLES

Contributor
Longwood
University
has always cherished its
community and spirit on
campus, especially that of
the athletic department and
spirit groups on campus
such as the Lancer Lunatics.
But for a while, people felt
like there was a key part of
every college that Longwood
was missing: a university
mascot.
That was fulfilled in
August 2011 at "The Game
2.0," when the university
introduced "Elwood," a
muscular horse character
whose looks and name were
voted on by students as well
as people in the Farmville
community.
"Having a mascot brings
a lot to a university. It is an
image that is always there,"
said Eric Stoller, Athletic
Director for Marketing and

Game Operations. "Since
I got here seven years ago,
there has always been a want
for a mascot, and we are glad
we could finally make that
happen," he later added.
The athletics department has
tried to make sure Elwood is
at as many sporting events
as possible and gets his face
out there to be seen by many.
"It also allows us to relate
well to the younger kids in
the community," said Stoller,
who went on to say that
kids love Elwood because
he is basically a big stuffed
animal.
Elwood has multiple social
media pages, including on
Facebook and on Twitter, and
is very active on all of them.
"It is fun to get the retweets
and see both students and
people in the community
active in communication
with Elwood," said Whitney
Curtis, Marketing Assistant
for the Athletics Department.

He is always getting tagged in
pictures around campus and
students often communicate
with him on the sites.
"Elwood has brought the
Longwood community of
all ages together and has
really helped the athletics
department
further
its
reach into the community,"
said
Brandon Vick, a
student athlete here at
Longwood.
When Elwood says he is
going to be somewhere on
a social media site, people
show up to see him. "He
is more than just a sports
mascot, he is a university
mascot," said Stoller. "We
get requests for him all the
timé."
Stoller also went on to
say that Elwood has been
a key part of Longwood's
transition into the Big South
Conference in 2012. "Every
Big South Conference school
has a mascot video. It is a

big part of school pride in
the Big South, so having
a mascot is essential,"
said Stoller. "One of the
conference commissioners
even said Elwood was her
favorite, so he has done his
part in helping us arrive."
Elwood has also been in
past university marketing
videos as well as the
Longwood fight song video
with faculty and students
that was released last fall.
Recently, Elwood was
heavily
involved
in
Longwood's version ot the
Internet sensation "Harlem
Shake," which now has close
to 12,000 views on YouTube.
After not even two years on
campus, Elwood has become
a superstar who people
love to see walking around.
Elwood was
personally
unable to comment, but
his actions around campus
speak more than enough.
"He is a symbol of what we

want everybody here to be
like. We really want people
to be excited when they see
Elwood," said Curtis.
The athletics department
has made it very clear that
they want and plan to keep
getting Elwood out into the
community and continue to
keep him active, not only
in athletics, but community
events as well.
"Our next step is developing
reading programs where
Elwood goes out to local
elementary and
middle
schools and sits with them
while someone reads. We
want kids growing up and
saying, "I want to go to
Longwood," and Elwood
is a key tool in helping
us accomplish that," said
Stoller.
You can get in touch with
Elwood by emailing him at
elwood@longwood.edu for
events and scheduling.

Lancers Grab Two of Three in First Big South Series
the outfield each of the last five games and has
responded by posting a .368 batting average (7for-19) with seven hits. A staggering four of those
19 games into their 2013 campaign, the Longwood seven hits have been homeruns. With Ream and
baseball team sports a 10-9 record with 29 games others on fire at the plate, and Kyler Morgan,
to play. Despite an injury-laden season, the team Brandon Vick and Aaron Myers throwing well,
is making strides to continually improve on a the Lancers were able to win two of three games
against UNC-Asheville in their first-ever Big
daily basis.
"Baseball is one of those sports where you need to South series.
get your repetitions in. The more that our guys see
"For those guys to step up is huge. They have
live pitching, the more I think we will improve," been invaluable to our team, and in our lineup,"
says Assistant Coach Brian McCullough.
said McCullough.
In Friday's game, Morgan led the way, going
"Our big thing is just trying to get healthy. Two
of our starters have been out half the season, but seven innings, striking out five and only giving
we have been lucky enough to have guys who up three earned runs on the way to the 7-4 win.
can step up and do well, and so far they have," he Vick followed the leader with a great outing on
Saturday, going 6.2 innings, striking out four and
later added.
Freshman Blake Ream, usually a starting pitcher only one earned run to get his first win of the
for the Lancers, has been called on to play in season 8-3. Despite 5.2 strong innings from Ream
TRAVIS LYLES

Contributor

during Sunday's matchup, the Lancers couldn't
quite pull out the broomsticks to sweep the series,
losing 11-1.
After a respectable opening Big South series, it
won't get any easier for the Lancers.
Today, they will travel to Williamsburg to face
a 12-8 William & Mary team out of the Colonial
Athletic Association, followed by a weekend
series with VMI at home in their second Big South
series of the season.
While the Lancers are content with last weekend's
results, they know they have a full load ahead of
them.
McCullough said, "Last weekend doesn't mean
anything going into this weekend against VMI.
We have to continue to work hard because VMI
isn't going to give us anything; they are a good
ball club."

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW
MEMBERS OF ZETA TAU ALPHA!

We extend a huge thank you to the entire Longwood University community for your support
of our colonization. Your friendship and encouragement were keys to our success.

THE ORIGINAL. THE ONLY. GO ZTA!

How's that For
Some Madness?
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
M a r c h 5 is a special day to
me. Not only is it my birthday,
it's also the day that Longwood
was founded about 174 years
ago. I've had my share of good
birthdays over the years, but
none like the one that I had
over Spring Break.
If s no secret that the men's
basketball team here had a
SPORTS
rough season - a fact that
COLUMN
has been documented in this
publication for the better part
- .
of four months. A 14-game losing streak that
lasted for almost two months ended with an
upset on the road at Winthrop on Feb. 9 and
was followed by big wins over Radford, Liberty
and Campbell. Even with the strong finish, LU
wasn't expected to make much noise, if any, in
the Big South Tournament a couple weeks ago. A
12-point halftime lead for the Lancers was plenty,
as the team sank their free throws at the end to
triumph over the two-time defending conference
champions UNC-Asheville, 87-72. The team that
was generally seen as the conference's worst
knocked off a powerhouse, and everyone wearing
Longwood blue and white down at Coastal
Carolina University could dream.
The dream abruptly ended to in-state rival VMI
two days later, 90-86. A hot start didn't stick around
for long, though, and VMI stretched the lead to
17 early in the second half. Lucas Woodhouse's
jumper with 14 seconds left cut the lead to two,
but thaf s as close as the Lancers would get, and
the season was over moments later. Foul trouble
for Woodhouse, Michael Kessens and TT Carey
doomed Longwood in the final game of the
season, a season that ended 8-25. Kessens had a
single-game tournament record 36 points and 16
rebounds in the contest. Afterward, he said, "I'm
happy for myself and the school... [but] I'd rather
score zero points and win the game."
Although the men were done, the women were
just getting started. After beating Charleston
Southern by seven, the seventh-seeded Lancers
upset second-seeded Winthrop by 12, and the
dream of dancing that seemed so possible in
January was becoming a reality. A three-point
win over Radford ensured a matchup for the
ages in the "Southside Showdown:" Liberty and
Longwood for the Big South Championship.
The epitomical David vs. Goliath matchup was
at hand - the powerhouse Flames, gunning for
another NCAA Tournament experience against
the new kid on the block, the Longwood team that
went a month without winning midway through
the conference slate.
Chelsea Coward led the way, scoring 14 points in
her 40 minutes on the floor, but it wasn't enough
as the team fell to Liberty, 54-45. The core of the
team is now gone, with Coward, Crystal Smith,
Erin Neal and Mieke Elkington graduating in
May. While the Cinderella run ended a game too
early, there's reason to be excited about the future
of this team. Considering that they doubled
their win total from last season (and the one
before), not to mention the corps of freshmen that
developed over the course of the season, if s not a
stretch to say that this year was the last time that
Longwood's making a tournament final for the
foreseeable future.
There's plenty of reason to be excited about the
men's team too. With all five starters returning
and only one letter winner graduating, there's
every reason for Longwood to succeed next
season, even with what took place on Thursday.
Of course, I'm speaking of the resignation of
Mike Gillian from the helm of the program, a
program that he brought to the ranks of Division
I. Speaking from my personal perspective here as
someone who has little, if any, inside knowledge
of the workings of the program, I'm surprised at
what happened. Although I'm hardly an apologist
of the now-former head coach, I was impressed and proud - that he'd turned the season around
with the help of his assistants and, certainly, his
players.
I woke up Thursday morning to a text from
my good friend (thanks Travis) and immediately
got on the phone, finding it hard to believe. It
was true, and the flagship sport at this school is
now looking for its eighth leader. Gillian won
93 games in his 10 years as coach and lost 214 of
them. His circumstances were awful at best, and
he tried to make the best of a bad situation. I have
little to no doubt that he will be working in some
level of basketball again and probably during
the 2013-14 season. While his record certainly
could have been better, he's earned his place in
the annals of Longwood athletics for bringing the
men's basketball team from the lowest depths of
Division I to a potential Big South winner.
On that note, here are four predictions for this
year's NCAA Tournament. Davidson will beat
Marquette, VCU will make the Final Four, two No.
1 seeds will meet in the national championship
game and Indiana will beat Louisville in that
game.
*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.

